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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Santa's Visit To Murray tl
To Begin This Friday
The Downtown Merchants of necessary in Murray to allow
Murray announced today that each boy and girl time to make
Santa Claus will appear in the their wishes known to him.
Santa House on the Court Square
starting Friday afternoon, Murray's Downtown Merchants will be open each day till
December 3.
On Friday, Santa will be 8:00 p.m. starting Friday,
present to talk to boys and girls December 10, through December
from 3:00 p.m. till store closing 23. Most stores will close at 5:00
time at about 8:00 p.m. On p.m. on Christmas Eve.
A spokesman for the merSaturday, December 4th, the
"jolly old man" will appear from chants said that this year's
inventories are the highest in
1:00 til 5:00 p.m.
Starting Monday, December history and should be able to fill
10, both the merchants and Santa every need of the Christmas
will get a workout. On this day shopper at the Most competitive
Sants will start appearing each prices.
afternoon that the weather will Parents are invited to bring
permit. Santa has promised that their cameras to get pictures of
he will spend all the time their children with Santa.

Juveniles
Arrested In
Car Theft

•

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, December 2, 1971

10' Per Copy

Labor Sources Lambast
Nixon Pay Board Today

Vol. LXXXXII No. 283

Murray Gets
Additional
- $7,130 Grant

By ILX)NALD FINLEY
the Pay Board," which has said
WASHINGTON (UPI) —La- the 5.5 per cent yardstick is a
bor sources said today the Pay general rule not necessarily to
Board is beset by chaos and be applied in all cases.
confusion, leaving the country "There's an air of chaos and
in doubt about how to apply for utter confusion at the Pay
wage increases.
Board," the labor official said.
"The Pay Board still has no The source on the panel added
detailed rules, regulations, that "there's utter confusion
procedures or forms," said .one out across the country on how
labor source on the 15-member to file for wage increases and
panel. Another union official get them approved."
said that because of the The Pay Board reportedly
situation the Internal Revenue was studying a proposal that
Service, which enforces the would exempt workers at all
wage controls, has been putting firms with fewer than 100
a rigid 5.5 per cent lid on pay employes from wage controls,
raises, making no exceptions if the workers involved were
for unusual or inequitable not represented by a union or
situations.
other collective bargaining
The official said this "repre- agent. There was opposition to
sents a substantial change in the idea, however, from some
HERM HOW--Jimmy Johnson. lett, instructs rescue squad member
Raymasitl.
'1)grk„Je-..p
tiler proceciirr....tyit!'7e; ",:,.:::.--4148111/ere 'who felt filitt
aid
:
17244}INtalay night at Murray &saw
isburernicoreff
Jerry
Overbey,
who
also
wail an instructor f or the series. The "victim" is Max Dowdy, chief of
no segment of the economy
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue.
{sht:nuld have a blanket

Evangelist Wade Clemons Guest
Speaker for Youth Week Services

The City of Murray will receive
an additional $7,130 from the
Environmental Protection
Agency for construction of additional waste treatment plant
facilities according to a telegram
received by the Ledger & Times
today from Senators John
Sherman Cooper and Marlow W.
Cook.
The Environmental Protection
Agency has approved three
grants for Kentucky totaling over
$20,000. The other two grants
were one of 810,546 to the Kentucky Department of
Health
ooe. al la,64,4.,/
1
4,,,
,As. City of
ghelbyvnle for the -eWnsion
interceptor sewers.
To date, Murray has received a
total of $194,160 from the Environmental Protection Agency
for the waste treatment facilities
project, the senators said.

The under-100 exemption
would not include construction
workers, whose wage hikes still
Evangelist Wade Clemons of
are subject to the construction
Morristown, Tenn., will leading
industry stabilization commitYouth Services at the First
tee set up in April.
Baptist
Church,
Murray,
on
Three juveniles are being held
The coal industry, meanwhile,
in the detention room of the Saturday, December 4, at five
protested Wednesday's Price
Calloway County Jail after being p.m., and on Sunday morning,
Commission decision to allow
arrested by Sheriff Clyde Steele December 5, at the 10:45 worship
the Old Ben Coal Co., a
hour.
and Deputy Sheriff Maurice
subsidiary of Standard Oil of
Rev. Wayne Todd, interim
Wilson this morning about eight
Ohio a 3.78 per cent price
pastor
of
church,
will
close
o'clock.
increase instead of the 6.71 per
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Senthe
youth
services
at the Sunday
The three were found asleep in
cent hike the firm requested.
ate Republican leader Hugh
evening
services
five
at
p.m.
the 1963 white Dodge two door
"If, with one hand, the
Scott, in a shouting match with
hardtop, owned by C.E. Cain, climaxing activities of the youth
government has approved a
Fred R. Harris, D-Okla.,
Sen.
week,
December
1-5,
according to
Jr., which had been reported
wage contract, another hand of
accused Democrats today of
Mrs.
Treva
Mathis,
director
of
stolen from his home last night at
government cannot legitimately
"being partisan without prin9:15 p.m. Wednesday to the youth of the church.
compel the industry to operate
ciple" in pushing for taxpayer
Bro.
Clemons
was
born
and
Murray Police Department.
at a loss," said Carl E. Begge,
financing of the 1972 presidenreared
in
Florida.
He
began
his
Sheriff Steele said the car was
president of the National Coal
tial election campaign.
found about Pi miles north of college career at Trinity College,
Association. "If the formula
The exchange erupted when
Clearwater,
Fla.,
but
left
to
Wisehart's Grovery off Highway
issued today by the Pncy
Scott sarcastically noted that
coMPLETE FIRST AID TRAINING-- These persons participated this week in a
multi-media
121 South, New Concord Road. At pastor a church. He moved to
Commission as we now under- first aid training
which was giNen members of Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue. They are, left to rieht. fewer than half a dozen
Wade Clemons
the time of the arrest of the Morristown, Tenn., where he
stand it is applied industry. %ta Tiding James R.
senators were present for the
Johnson and Jerry Overbey, instructors; Loyd Key,Jimmy Wilkinson, Raymond
completed
his
bachelor
of
arts
juveniles they had
wide, it will impair the abilit
in their
Tenn.,
his
home
final
round of debate on the
and
'born
Jr
Jim
Kelly.
degree
Max
at
Dowdy,
Carson
. Jerry Edwards Ronnie Garland. Front: Jerry McCoy, Bill
Newman
possawdos two shot guns and one
headquarters for the Wadel of the coal todtaltrY to iittoot the , t.artand. Bob Schumacher, Robert
norrunauon of Earl L. Butz to
Hoke and Bernard Steen.
rifle with two of the firearms College, while pastoring a local Clemons Association, an in- . critical energy needs a the '
be agriculture secretary. He
being loaded, according to county Church there.
nation."
corpora ted organization.
compared
this
to
almost
After nine years of pastoring
officials.
unanimous attendance during
Mrs. Mathis said "God has
A hearing for the juveniles will churches, Mr. Clemons launched endowed Bro. Clemons with an
consideration recently of the
be held Friday at nine a.m. by out into full time evangelistic attractive appearance and a
public financing
program
Calloway Juvenile Judge Robert work. In the four years of this delightful personality, and he is
pushed by Democrats.
ministry, he has spoken in all heard eagerly by young people
0 Miller
"You get a far bigger crowd
areas of the United States, and older folks as well."
for the sweet smell of green
vehicle
two
collision
A
(A Canada, and in some of the The youth week activities
money," Scott remarked. HarMr. and Mrs. Melvin Diggs and into this house owned by Mrs.
islands to the south.
opened with a cottage prayer curred Wednesday at five p.m. on
ris
demanded if Scott was
Twelve members of Calloway their four children, Regina, 5, Eva Curd after their other house,
accusing foes of Butz of
With his wife, Marion,and their meeting at the youth center at the the Johnson Grocery parking lot
located
nearby
about
one
mile
Teresa,
County
4,
Tracy,
Fire-Re
3,
and
Aleshia,
scue
have
South
12th
on
Street. No injuries
parpartisanship.
four children, Mr. Clemons church at 7:30 p.m. on Wedwere listed on the report filed by ticipated in multi-media stan- three months, lost their home by east of Hazel on the State Line
"No, we're not accusing you
continues to make Morristown, nesday. Tonight a cottage prayer
dard first aid as part of the fire on Wednesday about 12:30 Road.
meeting wW be held AOH room, the investigating officers of the
being
partisan,"
Scott
Cy Miller of the Hazel Volun- of
squad's continuous training. p.m.
Department.
Murray
Police
Panhellenic building with the
shouted. "We're accusing you
teer
Department
Fire
said
the
This
was
Multi-m
the
second loss of
edia is a new concept of
group to meet at Palace Involved were a 1968 L2 ton
of
being
partisan
without
The Murray Fire Department
first aid training as given by the homes by the Diggs family in the fire started around the chimney
Restaurant at seven p.m. pickup driven by Robert Edmond
principle. We're accusing you of
will hold its annual Christmas
past week. On Thanksgiving day In the kitchen. All the furniture
American Red Cross.
of
Swan
Olive,
Murray,
1309
and
a
Friday, the youth will meet at the
being partisan in raiding the
Toy Drive Saturday, December 4,
James R. Johnson, assistant their house and most all of their and clothing in the house were U.S.
1968 Chevrolet two door hardtop
treasury—of the clear,
with the assistance of Phi Beta
Robert K. Baar, associate youth center at seven p.m . to go owned by James Alfred Thomas chief of the rescue squad, was clothes were lost by fire.
removed by fire department
cold
ruthless,
sharply cutting
Lambda, professional business professor of music at Murray to Dan Shipley's barn fora cotThe Diggs family had moved members and neighbors before
instructor of the series with Jerry
of 1508 Henry Street, Murray.
effect of being able to slice
fraternity at Murray State State University, is in Cleveland, tage prayer meeting.
the
consumed
house
was
by
the
Overbey,
a
guard
Police
at the Tappan
said Swan started to
enough funds from the treasury
University.
Ohio, to conduct a combination of Saturday's activities will start back out of a parked position on Co., as co-instructor.
flames.
Members of both groups will 12 high school choirs in the city's with the town canvass with the
The house was a five room to finance yourselves "
Successfully completing the
youth to meet at the Center at 1 the parking lot and collided with
Scott continued that President
start canvassing the town at 9:00 annual Choral Clinic.
frame
house.
course
was
Chief
Chevrolet
Max
the
that
Dowdy,
was parked
a.m. The Junior High Parade
Nixon would veto his own tax
a.m. on Saturday morning. All
answering
Also
were
call
the
without anyone in it at the time. Capt. Bernard Steen, Robert
persons are urged to give any Baer, a member of the Murray will start at the Youth Center at
nine members of the Calloway reduction bill if it contained —as
Damage to the Chevrolet was Hoke, Billy Garland, Jerry
The Art Department of Murray
it did
while
used or unwanted toys so that State faculty since 1951, is widely two p.m. Following the youth
House-Senate
McCoy, Loyd Key, Jimmy State University will have its County Fire and Rescue Squad conferees
were continuing to
they can be distributed to the recognized as a clinician and service to start at five p.m. a on the left front fender, but no
the
was
but
intense
fire
too
when
damage was reported to the Wilkinson, Bob Schumacher, Jim annual Christmas Art Craft Sale
festival director. Named a snack supper will be served.
work on a compromise bill—the
needy children of the area.
Kelly, Raymond Thorn, Jr., at the Student Union Building on both the Hazel Fire Department
" distinguished professor" at the On Sunday a special choir truck.
taxpayer
per
$1
checkoff
Ronnie Garland and Jerry Ed- Saturday, December 4, from nine and the Rescue Squad arrived for authorization
university in 1970 by the alumni rehearsal for all young people
for
campaign
them
save
house.
to
the
wards.
association, he has for many will be held at nine a.m. prior to
a.m. to ten p.m. and on Sunday,
financing.
TWO CITED
The Hazel Fire Department
Classroom space for the series December 5, from noon to ten
years also directed the Quad- the Sunday School and morning
Harris yelled back, "Well, let
Two persons were cited by the was furnished
has received word that their new
by Murray State p.m.
State Choral Festival, made up worship services. Bob Reeder
me tell you, if he does veto that
Murray Police Department last University.
fire
truck
purchased
year
last
is
The course involved
All of the items on sale will be
Kenny Horn of 1713 Calloway, each year of selected high school will conduct another choir night.
They
were one for gives the trainee the most
now enroute to Hazel to replace bill, there's not going to be any
handmade by the members and
Murray,said a shotgun and shells singers from Kentucky, Ten- rehearsal at 4:30 p.m. prior to the speeding and disregarding stop
the
1936 International Fire truck tax bill this year.••
practical first aid training in the faculty of the Art Department.
five p.m. service.
were missing from his home, nessee, Illinois and Missouri.
sign and one for reckless dro:ing. shortest
purchased
by the City of Hazel' The chairman of the conpossible
time.
Included in the objects for sale
ferees, Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, Daccording to the report made to
•••1
in
1955.
First Aid training is a will be pottery, drawings,
Ark,, said Wednesday that the
the Murray Police Department
requirement for Calloway Co. jewelry, macrame, leather
SPEAKER SUNDAY
compromise bill being worked
on Wednesday at 606 p.m.
Fire-Rescue members. All squad goods, candles, and charcoals.
Horn said the door to the house
Douglass Shoemaker will out by conferees would contain
members receive rescue and fire
Proceeds from the sale will be speak at the eleven a.m. worship the Democratic financing plan.
was unlocked and the items were
training throughout the year, returned to the Art Department
removed from the house between
services on Sunday, December 5, Nixon had objected to more
Involving many hours of time for use in their scholarship fund,
three and 3:45 p.m. while the
at the Mason's Chapel United than $12 million in additional
even though they receive no according to a department
house was unoccupied.
Methodist Church. The public is tax cuts added by the Senate
compensation for their services. spokesman.
and the conferees eliminated
invited to attend.
most of those
But the administration insisted that Nixon would stand by a
threat he made Monday to veto
Kentucky: Partly cloudy north
the bill if it reached him with
Dr. Billy Grey Hurt, pastor of was graduated from Hazel High
to considerable cloudiness south
the financing feature still in it.
the Immanuel Baptist Church, School and Cumberland College,
through Friday with no imPaducah, will be the guest Williamsburg. He holds an A.B.
Color
Guard Tryouts
portant temperature changes.
speaker for the Blood River degree from Union University,
High today and Friday mid 30s to
Baptist Associational "M" Night Jackson, Tenn., and his B. D. and
Planned
At University
low 4Os, Lows tonight mostly in
program to be held on Monday, Th.D. degrees from Southern
Tryouts for a winter color
the 20s
December 6, at seven p.m. at the Baptist Theological Seminary,
guard to perform at Murray State
Memorial Baptist Church, I ouisville.
University home basketball
Murray.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
games will be held on the campus
pastor
served
has
He
of
as
Kentucky: The extended
Cletus McDougal, Church
Tuesday, Dec. 7
Scott's Grove, Murray, First
outlook, Saturday through
Training Director for the
University coeds interested in
Baptist, Benton, and First
Monday, shows partly cloudy
Association, has extended an
being a part of the group are
Baptist, Independence, Mo.,
skies Saturday. A chance of
invitation to the many friends
urged to audition Is the gymROBERT HENDON—Guest speaker for the annual Farm-City banquet held
who knew Dr Hurt, a native of before coming to his present
precipitation Sunday and MonMonday night at the
nasium of the University School
pastorate at the Paducah church.
day in the form of rain during the First United Methodist Church, Mayfield, was Robert Headon, instructor
Hazel,
to
be
present
for
this
of agriculture and
ay 6.30 p.m. on that date, acday and mixed with snow at economics at Murray State University. Hendon said that today's farms
Dr
Hurt
service_
the
is
son of Mr. and
have become much more
cording to Henry Buckingham,
night.
Other features on thel
Slight warming by commercialized with the farmer reaching out to Industry for goods and services which once acre
psrogram Mrs. WilbUrn H. Hurt of Murray
Instructor of the flag bearer unit
Monday_ Lows Saturday in the carried out and produced on the farm. Hendon said also that In today's socio-econom system the will include special music and and is married to the former
ic
of the Marching Thoroughbred
2119. Lows Sunday and Monday in rural and non-rural population is Interdependent on one another for goods
Harbison
Madison,
Scharlyene
informationa
of
l and tspirational
and services. No longer
Band.
the 30s. Highs Saturday in the can each operate autonomously. Hendon was introduced by Charles Magness,
events
Tenn. They have three sorts,
formerly of Murray,
He said the winter color guard
30s. Highs Sunday and Monday in co-chairman of the committee In charge of the Farm-city Week
Dr Hurt is well known in this Billy Grey, Jr., Robert Hal, and
unit will consist of eight flags,
the 40s.
area
Mark
Harbison
as
he
was
born
in Hazel and
i Mayfield Messenger Photo}
four rifles, a captliin and a coDr. Billy Grey Hurt
captain.

Tempers Flare
Over Election
Financing Bill

Two Vehicles Are
In Collision Here

by Drive Will Be
Held Saturday By
Two Local Groups

Squad Members
Complete Red
Cross Training

Diggs Family Loses
Second Home To Fire

Baar To Conduct
Cleveland Choirs

Art Department To
Hold Sale, Weekend

Shotgun and Shells
Reported Stolen

The Weather

Dr. Hurt Will Speak At 'M' Program Monday

4
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it
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Questions
and
Answers

purchase and can often be
Find*, Services
found in community mental
One of the difficulties people
health and public health and
run into when confronted with
other related agencies' offices
a mental health problem is
and in libraries. Titled, "Menfinding where to turn for help.
tal Health Directory-1971,"
They need to know how to loPublic Health Service PublicaInternal
cate the resources and facilities
Revenue
tion No. 1268 (Rev. 1971), it
which they can get treatfrom
Service
is available for purchase at
ment or advice and consulta$3.75 per copy from the Supertion.
intendent of Documents, United
InNational
the
why
is
This
This column of questions and stitute of Mental Health has
States Printing Office, Washington, D.C!..20402.
answers on the President's published a national mental
Economic Stabilization Program health directory. It contains
is provided by the local office of information on mental health
it—
Jill
THURSDAY—DECEMBER 2. 1971
the U.S. Internal Revenue Ser- treatment and rehabilitation reAmerthe
to
available
sources
public
a
as
published
is
and
vice
.
es
service. The column answers ican people.
The directory is intended for
11Plitif
questions most frequently asked use as a reference tool and
co-09
prices
and
wages
about
locator for people in need of
mite & Sat
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
services as well as for the menQ. Will raw agrucultural tal health planner, administra/*MAU
products, such as fresh fruit and tor, and practitioner.
011usl.. Cain, age 86, died yesterday at the home of a daughter,
vegetables, be excluded from the
This new publication clearly
Mrs. Ralph Ray, 1717 Olive Street.
itALASINTE
standards for prices set by the shows the wide and increasing
Neale A. Sykes, fire controlman third class, USN, is serving,
range, number, and sophistica?
Commission
Price
health programs
aboard the Destroyer Escort USS Courtney near South American
A. Yes, just as during the tion of mental in the United
NLAIIREEN STAPLETON
shores.
products and services than 3,000 local,
agricultural
raw
freeze,
is
More
Dexter
States,
of
USN,
class,
Irvin L. Miller, boilerman second
will be excluded
state, and federal facilities are
serving at the Glynco Naval Air Station, Brunswick, Ga.
Q. How will prices and wages listed—with such information
School
High
Murray
the
for
points
34
made
Hart
Richard
be controlled by the Price given as name, address, phone,
basketball team as they defeated Farmington 72-50.
and the Pay Board? times of service, and kinds of
Commission
the
are
Mr and Mrs. Meredith Rogers of Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
services rendered.
Commission and the
Price
The
Facilities _listed include pubparents of a baby girl, Susan Gayle, born November 20.
Pay Board have published
Rime
& and private mental hospitals,
the
For
crii.erui
standards and
thildrens govie Sato
psychiatric services in general
control of all prices and wages hospitals, residential treatment
10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
which will be covered during the centers for emotionally disaddition,
In
program.
postfreeze
turbed children, outpatient psyLaurel & Hardy
4)(Pf2
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the economy will be divided into chiatric clinics, mental health
Buster Keaton
three parts or tiers for different day/night facilities, community
surveillance and reporting mental health centers, and other
In
of
all
McElrath,
multi-service and transitional
Mary Eva Johnson, Marion Fisk, and William
procedures.
facilities.
health
mental
Murray, are among eighteen new members initiated at the
Certain large firma an4
10Aveto AP•
In addition to listings of the
meeting off the Kappa Delta Pi honorary education fraternity at
collective bargaining units that
Cr
above resources, the directory
Murray State College.
are of critical importance for the also includes listings of state
iFf
AC
In basketball games Almo beat Murray Training 53 to 50, while
inflation will be mental health associations and
of
control
for
Outland
score.
same
the
by
Milburn
to
Lynn Grove lost
required to notify the Board or
of mental health information
us in no position
The American people must certain- trade deficit, leaving
Murray Training ripped the net for 32 points.
Adm. 50' to all
n in advance of sources such as national agenCommissio
cash
a
for
y
opportunit
an
snub
to
anthe
over
emotions
Miss Dot Farris has been elected president of the Hazel High
mixed
ly have
proposed wage or price in- cies concerned with mental
or FREE with ticket
this magnitude.
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of America.
health and related problems.
creases.
nouncement that the way has been transaction of
Rev. Robert Jarman, church minister, has been asked by the
ip
relationsh
is
the
directory
will
Although
units
trade
economic
Other large
from Downtown Stores
A more lively
cleared for the Soviet Union to buy
women of the First Christian Church to be the speaker at the
useful for an individual who
Comreport
to
and
required
be
Union
Soviet
from
the
grains
both
feed
with
S135 million worth of
up services and
annual Woman's Day program on Sunday.
periodically on their prices, wishes to look relatively large
munist China may possibly emerge
resources, it is
the United States of America.
LATE''SHOW
and
on,
compensati
employee
new diploand expensive for individual
From a purely economic standpoint as President Nixon tests
matters as may be
other
Tonite & Sat 11:30
to Moscow
this may be greeted as good news. matic ground in his trips
The Almanac
specified.
with
this
view
can
and
We
prices
of
behavior
farm
Peking.
The
cutting
and
Record crop yields are
Today is Thursday, Dec. 2, NM IS III
it has always
wages in the remainder of the
TIMI ION ALL
prices and creating a demand for some equanimity, since
336th day of 1971.
the
economy, comprising the largest
any hope
An have sinned, and come short of the glory of God.—Romans
new.
is
The
moon
higher government subsidies for our been obvious that if there is
number of economic units
3:23.
m and hosThere are no morning stars. OR BAD...
farmers, We need overseas markets of lessening the antagonis
smaller firms), will be
(usually
Every man's first prayer must be,"God, be merciful to me, a
t
Communis
The evening stars are Mer- is WOMEN
of
people
the
Russians
the
of
tility
for our grain. Further,
monitored by spot-checks and
cury', Venus, Mars and Jupiter. TO HRH!
communicafree
iq
by
lies
of
complaints
ns
it
investigatio
the
for
countries,
dollars
U.S.
in
cash
will pay
Those born on this day are
counter.
the Internal Revenue Service
AND YON gri
grain, a plus in our effort to reduce tions across the business
the sign of Sagittarius.
and Interest under
divides&
Are
Q.
Frank It 11111 AIR
statesman
Prohibitions against sale of "strateAmerican
our balance of payments deficit.
under
subject to legal restraints
OVER 18 ART
Kellog was born Dec. 2, 1856.
Yet we are confronted again with gic goods" to Communist countries
the Economic Stabilization
On this day in history:
INVITED TO
and
d,
the question of whether helping the must certainly be maintaine
Program?
Napoleon Bonaparte MATO!
1804
In
be
not
Commust
the
this
A. No. However,
Soviet system to survive — in
economic considerations
by Carl Ribelt Jr.
crowned himself emperor of
mittee on Interest and Dividends,
case by supplying grain which the allowed in any way to weaken that
France in Paris.
established by the President, will
Communists need to supplement What policy. Proposals for export of U.S.
In 1851 Napoleon's nephew, IN COLOR
If you wonder where we are going as a nation then
program
a
execute
and
formulate
3rd
the
overthrew
Louis,
their own people can produce — does technoloy behind the Iron Curtain,
read and view the advertisements that urge and
for obtaining voluntary restraints
proand
Republic
buildother
French
in
with
help
purposes
for
cross
at
bids
not work
such as Soviet
on selected interest rates. The
command us to buy soft beds. soft bread, soft toilet
SUN—MON—TUE.
claimed himself Emperor
aspects of our foreign policy. By and ing truck factories or "joint venCommittee will also continue to
paper and soft whiskey, among other remarkable
III.
Napoleon
the
for
Cornnatvoluntary program
Elliott Gould
large that policy has been to let
tures" with U.S. firms to develop
items. Desire for all that soft stuff may come from
In 1942 the atomic age was
restraint of dividend payments,
munist countries shift for themselves ural resources in the Soviet Union,
working
scientists
an ailment described as getting soft in the head.
when
Donald Sutherland
'born
subject to possible changes of
economically as long as they persist must be approached on an individual
stadium at the
football
a
under
"He that hath a head of wax must not walk in the
coverage.
in
standards and
University of Chicago demonin their hostility toward the United basis and with most careful examinsun."
The President has asked
nuclear
ng
self-sustaini
Jules
Feiffer's
a
strated
wqrld.
free
States and the rest of the
-- Outlandish Proverbs"
ation of all their implications.
Congress for amendments to the
reaction.
to
Act
Stabilization
The test of any aspect of American
Economic
Isolationism is as impoverished and
Pope Paul VI was
provide stand-by authority to In 1964
foreign policy, of course, must be
greeted by 2ks million persons
self-defeating a philosophy in terms of
of
control
mandatory
impose
whether it is in our national interest. trade as it is in terms of diplomacy.
he visited Bombay.
interest rates and dividend as
On this basis, the grain transaction
more
producing
nation
of
use
the
As a trading
payments. However,
7: H
A thought for today: George COLOR hy OF LUXF
probably works as much to our benethis authority is not expected to
than we can consume we should not
Bernard Shaw said, "There are
fit as it does to the benefit of the Ruscomnecessary.
our
be
abdicate markets which
better kept than the
Q. How long will the second no secrets
sians.
everybody guesthat
secrets
petitors are prepared to exploit unEconomic
the
of
phase
We also must face the fact that
By AL ROSSITER JR.
will be dropped after orbit is
overriding considlast?
Program
are
Stabilisation
there
less
our own inflationary economic polTHEATRE-,
UPI Space Writer
achieved.
A. NO time limits being set. No holiday season is complete
reate a erations of national security.
icies at home have helned ,
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) —
The orbiter probably will use
the
The objective is to end
without a Christmas tree. But be
TON1TE thru TUE
rhe administrator of the Space an improved version of a
program as soon as possible, but careful—a dry tree is a fire
a
of
ominously
speak
and
proposed
the
says
engine
Agency
saturn hydrogen rocket
in operation until hazard. Trees should be stored in
presidential veto of the entire it will be kept
space shuttle orbital transport instead of more powerful new
The Gels of
increasing water and checked each day,
sharply
of
pattern
the
that
of
because
'FANNY HILL,"
tax measure
could be the most versatile engines and it will use a heat
and wages has been especially if near a heating
prices
o
WOMAN'Tan
A
provision.
vehicle man has conceived protection system that must be
broken. It will be ended when system Also, never allow a tree
-WITHOUT A STITCH"
wheel.
since he invented the
replaced after each flight.
toceMer to,ise
stability has been restored to the to stand more than two weeks.
that there are many other ways DONATES SCROLL
test time,
"I foresee great things for
Four booster concepts are
By RAYMOND LAHR
approach the
we
As
economy.
the shuttle," said Dr. James C. under study. One would use WASHINGTON (UPI) —Just to excite voter interest in TEL AVIV (UPI) —A survi- goal, controls of particular
are political activities beyond work- vor of the Nazis donated a sectors may be removed or
Fletcher. "Now all we have to saturn 5 first stage rocket when
Democrats
the
business
do is get it off the ground —or engines and be manned anefly proclaiming their interest in ing for the party or candidate Torah scroll to a Synagogue relaxed when that action is
doing pleasure
sit of the planning stage and back to a horizontal landing promoting more public activity to which they have contributed Tuesday in memory of the 18- consistent with the general obClaim
they month-old son he smothered n
with
into serious development so after taking off vertically.
in political affairs, they are money. They
jectives of the program and will
that the first orbital missions
Two other booster concepts ignoring a 1962 presidential already have taken big steps in years ago to save 47 other assist the transition to price
can be flown by 1978."
would be unmanned rockets commission warning about this direction through the work Jewish fugitives from capture stability. A task force of the Cost
The shuttle has run into that would parachute into the government financing of elec- of two reform d' conurussions by the Germans.
of Living Council has been
which have written new rules to
after tion campaigns.
serious financing restrictions ocean
recovery
for
Josef Kramer tearfully told a established with a continuing
which have forced the National launch. The fourth idea would The commission was the ensure that more Democrats handful of relatives and friends responsibility to recommend
Aeronautics and Space Ad- use two solid propellant rockets bipartisan group appointed by can join in policy-making and that he and his son were steps to insure that the program
ministration I NASA ) to lower that would be discarded into President John F. Kennedy to selection of candidates.
tto,
huddled together with other is not unnecessarily prolonged.
its sights and devise a less the sea.
find ways to improve the Under the regime of la- members of the Jewish comsophisticated rocket plane that
Fletcher said he hopes the financing of campaigns to elect wrente F. O'Brien as national munity of Duhlinow, Latvia, in
will not cost as much to current studies will be complet- the president. It opposed use of party chairman, the Democra- an underground bunker as SALAMANDERS SAVED
COLOR
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. (UPI)
develop.
ed earlier than expected and public money to meet the costs tic National Committee has German soldiers searched for
int
4tiwto
The rare long-toed salamande
Many Uses
that NASA will receive the go- and recommended tax incen- consistently advocated the use Jews.
a
spotty,
squiggly
amphibia
rim&
drew
The shuttle is expected to be ahead from the president to tives to encourage private of taxpayers' money to finance
troops
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that only breeds in a Santa
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In the first of its package of
said, the baby broke out into
on life.
rockets in the nation's civilian
reasons for opposing use of O'Brien has pushed this year uncontrollable sobbing. Fearful
The species' only habitat was
the taxpayer checkoff plan
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and military space launching GAY MINISTRY
cash from the public treasury, for
that the sobbing would give
contained in the tax bill as it away the entire group Kramer to be made into a trailer park
inventory. It will carry men SAN FRANCISCO UM —A the commission said'
Russ Meyer's
and satellites in and out of orbit priest said he was starting a
"Direct government partici- passed the Senate. A similar smothered his son with his until conservation groups cam
Roman pation seemed destined to plan was approved by Congress
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save
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33
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him.
and. Fletcher said, it also will ''ministry' to
hands to quiet
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marshy site near I,a Selva
serve as an orbiting laboratory, Catholics" that would include lessen voluntary citizen partici- in 1966, then suspended in 1967
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a space rescue ship, an earth
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are frightening me'
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DEAR ABBY: I have been a lonely divorcee for nearly
three years. I'm 45. Several months ago I met an attractive
50-year-old man who was land still is] separated from
his
wife. This gentleman and I have been constant companions
ever since our meeting, which is the nicest thing that has
happened to me in a very long time.
Several weeks ago his wife started phoning me at all
hours of the night. At first I was patient because I felt
sorry
for her But now her calls have become frightening.
I have left my receiver off the hook for hours, but still
the calls continue. I spoke to my companion about this,
and
he has spoken to her, but to no avail.
I don't want to get an unlisted number as I have friends
all over the country who call me and come to town
occasionally, and these calls are important to me.
My companion says his wife is emotionally disturbed,
and I believe she is. What's the answer? Should I
put up
with her calls until she decides to quit? Must I
stop seeing
my gentleman !Ovid? Or should I take legal
action UL
11.011Ge.
DEAR NEEDS: Don't take any legal action 'unless you
are positive that both you and your constant companion
are not vulnerable to some legal action from his wife.
Until
a man is divorced, he is married, you know, which
places
you in the position of cavorting with a married man.
DEAR ABBY. 1. are 3.4.1119.4504e. s,high school
sophomore Recently we had school elections, and I was
nominated for vice president of my class and I am wronder;ng
about
the following situation:
Is it snobbish to vote for yourself in any
kind of
election' I'm not speaking only of the secret ballot
when
nobody else will know for whom you have voted, but in
open
elections when the voters raise their hands to cast
their
votes I did this the other day [voted for myself in an
open
election], and now I feel terrible because I'm afraid some
of the k.ds will think I am stuck up.
I would like your opinion on this
DAVID
DEAR DAVID: The Rabbi Mel said: -If I am not for
myself, who will be for me?" The rabbi was right on!
DEAR ABBY: I ,am 41 and am getting married for the
first time. My fiance is 49 and has outlived two wives My
problem is what kind of wedding to have
I have always dreamed of having a big church wedding
with a white gown and veil, bridesmaids and all the
frills,
but I am afraid that some of my friends and relatives
would consider this bad taste.
L,
I want my worldlief to, tpe perfect, but I care a great
:Ideal about what people say.
My 'fiance is agreeable to anything I decide I can well
afford to have a large, church wedding, but I am wondering
if perhaps a smaller, more quiet wedding wouldn't be in
better taste' What do you think?
UNDECIDED IN BOSTON
DEAR UNDECIDED: A large church wedding would
not be in "bad taste" dace this is your first. But since you
have misgivings. I think you'd be happier with r smaller,
more quiet one
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it
off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO, i.414
Angeles. Cal.
90049. For a personal reply enclose stamped,
addressed
envelope.
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Night Owl Club Has Rush Party Of The Omicron Alpha Chapter
Monthly Meeting
Of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Held Recently
At Delker Home
The community room of the sorority members in ap-

The Women's Society of
Murray Federal Savings and preciation of the work she had
The Night Owl Homemakers
Christian Service of the Palestine
Loan office was the scene of a done in preparation for the rush
Club held its monthly November
United Methodist Church held its
rush party held on Tuesday Party.
meeting in the home of Mrs.
regular November meeting at ten
evening, November 23, by the
Guests
attending
were
Steven Delker with Mrs. Cathy
o'clock in the morning at the
Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau Mesdames
Edna
Bogard,
Denton presiding.
church with eleven members
Phi Lambda sorority.
Virginia Herndon, Dorothy
Members were greeted and
present.
Mrs. Betty Hutson presided Krogan, Judy Curd, Shere
visitors were welcomed. The
"Risks and Reality In A World
over the registration table while Parker, Pam Robinson, Patsy
club elected Mrs. Paula Benton
of Cities" was the subject of the
Mrs. Jo Hale showed guests to a Woodall, Shirley Nix, Olivia
as cultural chairman.
lesson with the purpose being to
display table on which sorority Clark and Marilyn Walker.
'The lesson for the Month of
focus on reality of the world in
scrapbooks covering the past Eleven members were also
November was "Candle Making"
cities and to stimulate parwhich was given by Mrs. Cathy four years were placed, along present.
ticipants to become increasingly
with various pins and plaques
A short business meeting
Denton.
She showed many
involved in the world's urban
awarded for service and followed the rush party in order
samples and gave many ideas.
crises.
Refreshments were served by literature describing the sorority. to present the slate of new ofThe introduction was by the
Members and their guests ficers. Officers elected for the
MEMBERS OF Troop No. 5 of the Junior Girl Scouts of the Mrs. Terry Delker.
president, Mrs. Winnie Burkeen,
played several get-acquainted comming year were: Carolyn
Members
present
were
with the lesson being discussed Murray University School are pictured, front row, left to right,
games to learn each other's Parks, past president; Jeanie
Mesdames Cathy Denton, Susan
by the members. Mrs. Myrtie Martha Lyle Pitman, Beth Taylor, Sharon Whaley, Julie Sams,
names and interests, with prizes Lamb, president; Judy Scribner,
Barnes,
Cindy McCultey, Terry
McDaniel read the scripture and Becky Hough, second row, Amy Noffsinger, Stacy Smith,
being awarded to Mrs. Edna vice-president; Helen Spann,
Delker,
Paula
Benton,
Elaine
and
Lynn
Beatty, Lisa Johnston, Charlene Tucker, and Karen Carter.
from James 5:1-7 and a poem
Bogard and Mrs. Carolyn Parks. treasurer; Betty Hutson, 1st
Visitors
were
Mrs. W.J. Pitman, co-leader, is pictured in the rear. Mrs. Berman.
entitled "'The Gospel According
Mrs. Loretta Jobs then gave a trustee; Melody
Swift, Snd
Mesdames
Laverne
Crock,
Marie
To You." The entire chapter of Charles G.Smith is the leader for the Troop.
summary of the activities trustee; Diana Myers, 3rd
brief
Tab, Linda Williams, Treasea
Mark 11 was read by the memTucker, and Barletta Wrather. and service projects performed trustee; Martha Andrus, escort;
bers followed by an open
Melody Jordan, watchman; Jo
The next meeting will be a by the sorority during the year.
discussion.
Hale,
Afterwards,
refreshments
sentry; and Kathy Sykes,
of
Fondue supper meeting for
Mrs. Ela Burkeen called the
musician. New officers will be
members and their husbands on cake and punch were served.
roll with members answering
Mrs. Jo Hale, social chairman, installed at the annual Woodmen
Thursday, December 2
Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, December 9, at six was presented with a gift from of the World Family Night to be
with the number of chapters read
Mrs. Vivian Fairris will be at the club house at 1:30 p.m. p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
In the Bible with the total being
held December 9 at the Woodmen
Steven Delker.
Mesdames
152. An offering was taken to be leader for the week of prayer with
Morrisont
Hall.
used for a stove in the church program at the Hazel Baptist Galloway, W. B. Graves, James
Emphasis on necklaces Is
Church at 1:30 p.m.
Hamilton, Carney Hendon, and
basement.
the newest in the jewelry
It was also decided that the
•
Edgar Morris as hostesses.
fashion world. Large neckAt noon a potluck luncheon was
sorority Christmas party would
The Town and laces with hints of pre-Co-be ‘e pit Wet dinner held on
Homemakers Club will have Its
lumbian or Far Eastern art
Mrs. James Carlin will be LIP/Win,
Those present were Mesdames
December 13 at 6:30 p.m., at the
Christmas dinner at the home of program
are worn against a dark
leader at the week of
Mae Goodwin, Eula Grace
home of Mrs. Loretta Jobs.
Mrs. Otis Erwin, Doran Road.
background
These
neckprayer program at the First
Parrish, Hazel Jeffrey, Myrtle
Members will exchange gifts and
laces come with semipreBaptist church at 9:30 am.
Miss
Rebecca
McDaniel, Eta Burkeen, and
Wagar, cious stones such
secret sisters will be revealed at
The Women of the Moose will
as jade,
December 28th bride-elect of coral and
Freda Lovett.
that time.
turquoise.
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
Grace Baptist
The next meeting-401111)e held
Church Randy Cunningham, was the
p.m.
Women will meet at the church at honoree at a delightfully planned Kas-0-s•Ze*OaCissOs'Sa-aCss
on Tuesday, December 14, at ten
one p.m.
I shower held ott
in. at the church.
The Garden Department of the
sday, November 18, at the
Christmas party and unshine
Mrs. George C,ossey will be community room of the Murray
friends will be revealed. Visitors
program leader at the week of Federal Savings and Loan
are welcome to attend.
— 504 MAIN —
prayer program at the Elm Association.
Behind
Peoples Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunt of Grove Baptist Church at 9 9:30
Games were played and prizes
Murray Route Three are the a.m.
parents of a baby boy, Gregory
were won by Sandy Johnson and
Friday, December 3
Irene Futrell.
Gibson, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born on Friday, Grace Baptist Church Women
The serving table was overlaid
November 26, at 7:50 p.m. at the will meet at the church at one
with a white cloth. In accordance
The Current Missions Group of
Murray -Calloway County p.m.
with the color scheme, red and
the Memorial Baptist Church met
Hospital.
green appointments were used.
in the home of Mrs. Eula Gilbert
They have another son, Stanley
Elm Grove Baptist Women will Punch and cookies
See Us For . . .
were served.
on Tuesday, November 23, at two
Hugh, age 24-2. The father is the meet at the home of Mrs. Keys
o'clock in the afternoon.
* SLEEP WEAR
surgical technician at the local Keel at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
The gracious hostesses for the
Mrs. Opal Reeves, president, hospital.
event were Mrs. Pat Scott, Miss
Alfred Keel as the leader.
* GIFT ITEMS
presided. Mrs. Virginia Peters Grandparent
s are Mr. and Mrs.
Clarissa Lee, Miss Sherry Smith,
gave the call to prayer and Porter
We Gift Wrap Free
H. Hunt of Calhoun and
The First Baptist Church and Miss Denise Bailey.
devotion with her scripture Mr. and
Mrs. Sam L. Franklin of Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Register for the 5 100
reading from Psalms 8-4.
For the occasion the honoree
Paris, Tenn.
the church with Mrs. R. A.
"Career Opportunities in
was attired in a blue knit dress.
Slmder as leader.
to be Given Away
Missions" was the theme of the
She was presented with a lovely
Donald Johnson is the name
The Baptist Women of Straw* gift corsage of white carnations.
program presented with Mrs.
the
week before
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Spring Church will meet at the
Vera Adams as the leader. Also
Approximately twenty-five
Easley, 1612 Loch Lomond Drive, church at one p.m. for the week of
Christmas!
taking part in the program were
friends were present or sent gifts.
Murray, for their baby boy, prayer program and then at
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Willie
weighing eight pounds three seven p.m. a Christmas party
Garland, Mrs. Nettie McKeel,
ounces, born on Sunday, will be held at the church for all
-411111111W
Mrs. Zella Covington, Mrs.
+MOW
November 28, at 1:21 p.m. at the families.
Griffin, and Mrs. Verna Mae
Murray-Calloway
County
Stubblefield.
The MSU Women's Society will
Hospital.
Pictures of the children in the
They have another son, Eric, have its Christmas dinner at the
Hoi-Duc Anh Orphans Home in age twenty-two
months. The Student Union Building at 6:30
Vietnam were shown where the father
is the attorney for p.m. Reservations should be
group has sent boxes of clothing Calloway
made with Dr. Doris Mouser by
. County.
and plans to send another box in
Grandparents are Rev. and noon on Monday, November 29.
January.
Sgt. First Class Mrs. Johnson Easley of GreenCharles Boren, brother of Mrs. field, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Prudye Adams will be
Verna Mae Stubblefield, member George Henry Jonesboro.
of
Ark. leader for the closing program of
of the group, who is serving in Great grandmother
s are Mrs. the week of prayer for foreign
Vietnam is a member of the First Mary Easley of Farmington
and missions by the Baptist Women
of
Baptist Church at Saigon and Mrs. B. Melugin
of Murray
the Hazel Baptist Church at 1:30
works with the orphans home.
p.m.
The closing prayer was led by
A baby boy, Vernon James,
Mrs. Mackie Hubbs.
weighing nine pounds, was born
Sunday, December 5
A cake was presented to Mrs. to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Warner
The Chorus of the Music
Gilbert from the group as an of Murray
Seven
on Department of the Murray
Route
Every Saturday between Thanksgiving and Christmas a
expression of love and ap- Sunday, November
28, at 1:10 Woman's Club will have a
preciation.
wholesome movie and cartoons will be shown from
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway rehearsal at the club
house at one
Refreshments were served by County Hospital.
pin.
10 A.M. til 5 P. M. each Saturday.
Mrs. Reeves and" Mrs StubThe new father is employed by
blefield.
the Phillips and Cole Construction Company.
Grandparents are Vernon
Rutabagas are distinctly
Warner of Little Rock, Ark., Mrs. yellow-fleshed,
large-sized
Rose Warner of Niles, Mich., and relatives of turnips. They
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lamb of are available generally in
Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson was Murray Route Five.
Great the fall and winter, but freMURRAY HOME & AUTO TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.
the high score winner at the grandparents are Mrs. Vadie quently you will see coldPARKER'S
SUPER I
STORE
MARKET
bridge session held by the Coursey of Murray and Sam storage rutabagas on the
vegetable counter in the
BOONE'S LAUNDRY
women of the Calloway County Warner of Wisconsin.
PARKER FORD
THE YOUTH SHOP
Country Club on Wednesday
morning.
THE PEOPLE'S BANK
RUDY'S RESTAURANT
NATIONAL STORE
Other winners were Mrs.
Buddy Spann, second high, and
L1TTLETONS
CRASS FURNITURE
BILBREY'S
ors make up the principal
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, low
A University of Tennessee
parts of the color scheme,"
interior design specialist
A potluck luncheon was served
said Phyllis Jean Inman, asHOLLAND DRUG
RYAN'S SHOE STORE
suggests that you consider
MADEMOISELLE SHOP
at noon.
sistant professor with UT's
the location and exposure ot
Agricultural Extension Serva room when selecting a colFURCHE'S JEWELRY
SETTLE-WORKMAN
THURMAN'S FURNITURE
ice.
or for draperies.
"Rooms in a warm part of
She added that the warm
MURRAY SUPPLY
PURDOM & THURMAN INS. WARD-ELKINS
the house may be more
tints of yellow, orange. red
quiet
pleasant when the cool,
FENTON & HODGE
and red-purple help to create
PURDOM'S INC.
LINDSEY'S JEWELRY
tints of blue, blue green,
feelings of warmth and gaieblue-violet and neutral colADAMS SHOE STORE
BANK OF MURRAY
ty in rooms with a cool expoLERMAN'S DEPT. STORE
sure. These colors, however,
usually are best with some
of the neutral or cool colors
and in plain, uncluttered surroundings.
The Luther Robertson ParentMiss Inman explained that
Teacher Association held it-s solid color draperies the
annual open house on Monday, same color as the walls seem
Laurel & Hardy -Buster KeatonNovember 72, at seven o'clock in to enlarge the background.
while darker colors seem to
the evening.
-InThe classrooms were open ror decrease the size of the
visiting the teachers and seeing room.
"Many draperies and drathe work of the students with
pery fabrics can be bought
much of it in the Thanksgiving
with insulated linings," she
theme.
said. ''And for draperies that
Refreshments dr cider and are not already insulated,
cookies were served by the you can buy separate insuShows at 10:15, 12:20,2:25
hostesses, Mrs. Isaac Adams, lated linings.'
11)-11-a-irir
Mrs. Donald Burke, Mg Don
•
Fuqua, and Mrs.
Bb Mclast year world air travelers
-0111•110ila111114.
Dowell.
ate 236 million meals aloft.
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Child
Our Elat Sitter has 700 Chairs
and the Service is FREE to You!

Shop with these Downtown Merchants and
they will entertain your children at The
Capri Theatre.

Yellow turnips

Bridge Winners
Named At Calloway

Get Your FREE Tickets At
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Draperies Get Consideration

Robertson PTA Has
Open House Meet

These Tickets Good Only at The Capri Theatre
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Concord Finishes First In
Grade School League
with 11 points. The preliminary
BY MIKE BRANDON
The New Concord Redbirds contest was won by Hazel 33-32.
finished their conference play Gearheart of Almo led all scorers
with a perfect season slate and with 14 while Chrisman and
Kirksey and Hazel finished in a Barret scored 11 for Hazel
6 5 7 5-23
second place tie after Tuesday Alino
12 14 14-59
19
Hazel
games.
night's basketball
BY MIRE BRANDON
New Concord met a stiff first Almo (23) Duncan 11, Wells 3,
their attempts from the field
half challenge from Faxon that Gearheart 4, Miller 5 Scott and "The worst game I have ever while Campbell connected on an
seen iii my life. I was ashamed even 50 per cent
found the two clubs tied at 25 Pike.
The Baby
apiece at the end of the first two Hazel (59) Hooks 15, Paschall 1, for the team to be on the floor in Racers won the battle of the
White
2,
Nesbitt
front of the crowd." That's the boards by a lopsided 58-25.
periods of play. But Concord Coles 6, Byars 24,
way freshman coach Kayo Willis The Baby Racers host the
came roaring back in the final 4 and Braboy 7.
two stanzas to outscore their Kirksey traveled to Lynn described the Baby Racers after University of Louisville Saturday
their overtime 84-75 win over at 5:30 p.m. before traveling to
hosts 40-11 and escape with a 65- Grove and took a surprisingly
36 win over Faxon. Bobby Futrell easy 66-38 triumph over the Fort Campbell last night in the Carbondale Tuesday to meet an
led the Redbirds with 26 points wildcats. Kirksey led only by six prelude to the Murray State outstanding SIU freshman squad.
while leaping Steve Cunningham points at the end of the first varsity game.
32 37 6-75
Campbell
knocked in 21 points and pulled quarter but by the time the half
Of course, Willis had reason to Baby Racers
31 38 15-84
down 25 rebounds. Benny eitt- had ended the margin had be pesimistic. Starters Darnell Campbell (75) McGreal 25,
man chipped in with 10 points to jumped to 23. Earlier in the Adell and Pete Roney were Cartee 14, Taylor 2, Smith 10,
help the Concord winning cause. season Kirksey defeated the unable to play in the contest. Winkler 20, Upshaw 2, Stewart 2
Brittain led Faxon with 16 Wildcats by only eight points in a Adell returned from Indiana last and Weaver 0.
Wells, Tommy West, Randy Shelton, David Waters. and W I
game played at Kirksey.
MEMBERS OF the Laker' Varsity Basketball Squad of
markers.
night after the ballgame. Adell Murray (ti) Jamison 21,
assistant coach; front row, Barry Darnell, manage(
Patterson,
New Concord's junior varsity Tommy Futrell led the scoring had been called home because of Redmon 6, Coleman 31, Kelly 12, Calloway County High School are pictured at the start of the
Ricky Scarbrough, Johnny Stockdale, David Wyatt, Jimms
Conley,
Jerry
while
right,
points
to
19
left
with
Kirksey
row,
for
play
back
are
They
conference
season%
finished their
illness in the family. Roney is Swatzell 8, Mantooth 4, Crawford 1971-72
Futrell, Mart Ferguson, and Dicky Overbey, manager.
mach. Greg Howard, Jerry Duncan, Dan Thompson, James
with a perfect 10-0 slate for the Isbell and Armstrong scored 15 suffering from an ankle injury. 2 and Logan 0.
season. The young Redbirds and 11 respectively. Calhoun
It took 2:07 before anyone could
defeated Faxon 41-32. Herndon paced Lynn Grove with 15 points. manage to score in the contest.
the Big Mike Coleman hit a free toss
won
also
Kirksey
and Ferguson scored 13 apiece
for Concord while Morris led preliminary contest 58-46.
with 17:53t0 go in the half to give
The full-court press again height disadvantage from the
Wilkerson led the young Eagles the young Racers a 1-0 lead. The
Faxon with 11.
proved to be Calloway County's early moments of ths,game when
10 15 22 18—S5 with 72 while Stone and Futrell first two minutes of the game
Concord
downfall as'theLeiters fell to a 6-2 center Wallace Grundy suf6 19 5 6-36 chipped in with 15 and 12 were indicative of the tzrot halt
FaIC1N
hardfighting Hickman County fered a mouth injury and had to
respectively. Chr Via:4 apd Sims that ended with Fort Campbell
retire from the contest.
team Tuesday night 69-62.
Calloway's
The loss pushed
Concord (15)- Futrell 26, Pitt- led the Wildkittens with nine leading 32-31.
The Lakers led for the first record to 1-3 while Hickman is all
man 10, Cunningham 21, Hendon apiece.
The second half found the
leads
long
held
and
periods
three
17 21 20 8-66 Racers roaring back and with
Kirksey
even at 3-3.
land Eaker 7.
at various times during the The Lakers return home•
11 4 10 13-38 7:48 left in the game, T.C.
Faxes (341) Rudolph 6, Houston Lynn Grove
contest. The Falcons were down Friday night to host Mayfield.
2, Brittain 16, Ross 2, Kirk 2, Kirksey (II) Isbell 15, Futrell Jamison connected on a 15 foot
47-39 at the third quarter stop. They travel cross town to take on
19, Beane 8, Joseph 5, Armstrong jump shot to put Murray ahead
Burkeen 6 and Storey 2.
A brilliant third quarter press rivals Murray High Saturday.
players
4.
by
Wilkerson
outstanding
and
4,
Stone
11,
followed
Other
was
for
Hazel grabbed a share
87 points and
57-47.
By BILL MADDEN
to their
second place by virtue of a 59-23 Lynn Greve (38) Calhoun 15, The game was seemingly safe
Mike Taylor of Michigan and voted to this year's second brought the Lakers
UPI Sports Writer
Falcons
the
as
Mitchell,
however,
Lydell
knees,
included
team
Stanford.
of
SCORING
win over Almo. Byars led Hazel Adams 4, Farris 4, McCuiston 7, with 1:19 remaining as the Baby
Siemon
NEW YORK (UPI)—The old Jeff
30-15 in
visitors
the
outmanned
halfButsensational
and
2
backfield
Chaviss
State's
3,
Penn
Dorm
defensive
with 24 while teammate Hooks
Racers held a 69-63 lead. A adage that the lineman does all In the
closing minutes.
Calloway (62—Howard 30,
tossed in 15 Duncan led Almo terworth 3.
basket by Campbell's Winkler the dirty work while the along with Ellis were Tommy back who scored 28 touch- the
Howard was big man for Wyatt 8, Wells 14, Stockdale 4,
Greg
Chuck
quarterback
State,
downs;
Louisiana
of
within
to
Casanova
men
Army
moved the
offensive backs get all the
Tom the Lakers as he pulled down Shelton 6.
four points with 0:54 remaining. press clippings went out the Bobby Majors of Tennessee and Ealey of Toledo, end
numerous rebounds and scored a Hickman ( 69)—Spates 11, Allen
Ronnie Redmon surprised the window Thursday when Notre Brad Van Pelt of Michigan Gatewood of Notre Dame;
of
game-high 30 points in the losing 3, Childress 12, Grundy 2, Jordan
Moore
Bobby
and
back
running
Casanova
Both
17
foot
a
State
taking
by
jumper
crowd
Dame's huge defensive end
cause.
tackle
defensive
and
AllOregon
(-earn
second
votetop
17, Spraggs 14, Fitts 14.
Redmon Walt Patulski was the
Majors were
nine seconds later.
Hickman County was at a
iRon Estay of ISU.
missed and Fort Campbell getter on the 1971 United Press Americas last year.
NEW YORK (UPI) — The for 759 yards, a 16.1 average, brought the ball down. Camp- International All-America team.
American Ccaference's weekly and eight touchdowns.
bell lost the ball and it appeared
Patulski received 164 votes
statistics offer three good
Murray would hold on for the win. from sportswriters and sport
Miami
reasons today why the
But McGreal stole the ball twice scasters across the country to
Dolphins have the best record
in the last nine seconds and hit beat out running backs Gr*
in the National Football Leafrom under the basket to tie the Pruitt of Oklahoma ( 160) and
gue.
The Racers Ed Mannar° of Cornell 154)
game at 69
They are quarterback Bob
took the bali ete. with one second and Auburn's Heisman TrophyKENTCUICY LAKE
Griese,, running back Larry
left and McGreal deflected the winning quarterback Pat SulBowling League
Csonka and kicker Garo Yepass and fired a 15 footer that livan (143).
W L
premien.
Team
just missed as the horn sounded,
Patulski, a 6-foot-5, 235Griese, the former Purdue
sending the game into a five spoundes from Liverpool, N.V.,
star, is the conference's leading Mutualof Omaha
34 14 minute overtime
In the over- was regarded by many as the
30 18
passer; Csonka, the one-time Jerry's
29 19 time period, Fort C,ampbell was best lineman in the country this
All
Jersey
Syracuse ace, is its No. 1 Fenton & Hodge
287 19'3 no match for Murray as the Baby season as he spearheaded the
28' 2 191
2
/
runner and Yepremian, a little Caesar's
the Campbell tough Notre Dame defense. He
27 21 Racers outscored
old place kicker who looks like Lindsey's
25 23 men 15-6 to take the nine point is expected to go very high in
Moose Lodge 2
top
its
is
a high school player,
24 2.4 victory
Corvette Lanes
the pro football draft next year.
24 24
Colonial Bread
scorer.
Coleman hit on 11-31 from the
Pruitt, Marinaro and Alaba24 24
Winchester Printing
The 6-1, 190-pound Griese has Murray Auto Parts
20 28 field and 9-13 from the charity ma's Johnny Musso were voted
for
passes
15'?
200
of
32'2
Insurance
completed 109
State Farm
lead the Racers with 31 as first team running backs
14 34 stripe to
Drive Inn
a 54.5 percentage, 1746 yards, Palace
Rodgers of
12'? 35'-2 points. The 6-6 forward from while
Johnny
Moose Lodge 1
19 touchdowns and an average
Gary, Indiana pulled down an Nebraska and Terry Beasley of
Hissh Team Game (SC)
gain of 8.73 yards in leading the
as
were selected
Auburn
9115 unbelievable 33 rebounds.
Lanes
Dolphins to a 5-1-1 record. Corvette
952 Jamison scored 21 points and Sullivan's two pass rsceivers.
All Jersey
926
Those totals give him eight Jerry's
pulled off 13 caroms while Kelly
Sullivan and Beasley are old
points in the NFL pass-rating
also hit double figures with 12. passing buddies, having hooked
High Team Game (NC)
for
14
to
compared
system
1104 McGreal paced Fort Campbell
Corvette Lanes
up for 12 touchdowns this
1052
Virgil Carter of the Cincinnati All Jersey
season to lead Auburn to a 9-1
1049 with 25.
Lodge 1
Moose
Bengals, who has completed 101
High Team Series (SC)
Murray hit on ust 39.• r cent of record and a trip to the Sugar
63.1
a
2697
for
attempts
All
160
of
Jersey
Bowl. Rodgers, a junior, has
2616
Jerry's
percentage, 1223 yards, eight Corvette
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
2615
Lanes
caught 10 TD passes for the No.
touchdowns and a 7.64 average
BASKETBALL
High Team Series (HC)
1 Cornhuskers and also was
2997
All Jersey
gain.
By United Press International
third in the nation in pun
2972
Lanes
Corvette
pounds,
230
Csonka, 6-3 and
2929 Kentucky 94 Northwestern 85
State Farm Insurance
returns.
High Ind. Game (SC)
has ground out 878 yards on 160
95 Western Kentucky
Marinas), who set a career
233 Texas Tech
Riley
attempts for a 5.5 average and Vernon
231 87
Ron Pare
rushing record of 4,715 yards in
of
Little
Floyd
six touchdowns.
231 Murray 79 Arkansas Tech 66
Bill Egnor
27 games with Cornell, was a
224 223
the Denver Broncos ranks T C. Hargrove
Eastern 105 Southwest Louisiana repeater on the team along
High Ind. Game (HC)
second with 833 yards on 213
99
with Notre Dame's defensive
2.sa East Tennessee 65 Mercer 58
carries for a 3.9 average and Vernon Riley
cornerback, Clarence Ellis.
257
Egnor
Bill
five touchdowns.
252 Austin Peay 89 Tennessee-Martin
Ron Race
The first team offensive line
Yepremian, 5-7 and about 170
High Ind. Series (SC)
76
consisted of Tom DeLeone of
663
pounds, is a runaway leader in T. C Hargrove
89
U-T Ohio State (center, Royce
Tech
639 Tennessee
Vernon Riley
the point-making department Dennis
571 Chattanooga 86
Goodwin
Smith of Georgia (guard)
with 98 points on 29 extra points
High Ind. Series (HC)
Reggie McKenzie of Michigan
714 Union 89 Centre 80
and 23 field goals. Jim O'Brien Vernon Riley
708 Thomas More 12 Hanover Ind.) (guard 1, Dave Joyner of Penn
T C Hargrove
ranks
Colts
Baltimore
the
of
640 89
Bob Fairchild
State ( tackle) and
Jerry
High Averages
second with 82 points on 28
187 Kentucky Wesleyan 132 Pikeville Sisemore of Texas ( tackle).
Goodwin
Dennis
extra points and 18 field goals. Dan Jones
186 85
Patulski on the
Joining
the T C Hargrove
of
182
Biletnikoff
Fred
177 Findlay (Ohio) 87 Northern Ky. defensive front four were end
Dixon
Lyman
leading
Oakland Raiders is the
175 State 81
James Washer
Willie Harper and tackle Larry
pass receiver with 47 catches Charles Chilcutt
173 Alice Lloyd 101 Clinch Valley
Jacobson, both of Nebraska,
Freshmen 82
and tackle Mel Long of Toledo.
0iiIMP•oialM111004WElliioia•PoillaWii 01111Mt(0 41•111•••=9.041111111.011Milro/
Elizabethtown Community 114 Tennessee's Jackie Walker
Sullivan Business 97
led the linebacking troops with
(For Senior Citizens)
0
St. Catharine 106 Centre FreshState Approved and Licensed
men 89
AUSTIN RE-ELECTED
to be open January 1, 1972
Write to Box No 2, Murray, Ky. for Reservation
jKentucky Freshman 110 Xavier NEW YORK (UPI) J Paul
(Ohio) Frost) 41
Austin of Atlanta, Ga., has been
OO
41111loolMIDio Wowno
limo.c.aw,, VIEW.T,
re-elected chairman and a
member of the tournament
policy board of the PGA
Tournament Players Division

Racer Frosh Outlast
Campbell In Overtime

Patulski Leads Ballot
On UPI All-Americans

Hickman Upsets Calloway 69-62

Tops Pruitt By Four Votes

Miami Maintains Record
For Three Good Reasons

Anything loans...mean everything

BOWLING
STANDINGS

I

FERN TERRACE LODGE

s

Austin, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of
the Coca-Cola Company, has
served as chairman since the
formation of the division in
1969.

C Hill Photo
'
For All Your Wedding Photo Needs

I.

DAVID HILL, Photographer
Come By and See Samples of Our Work!
436-2134

Scott Downtown

753-7901

JONES ACQUIRED
CINCINNATI (UPI) —Jake
Jones, a 6-foot, .3-inch rookie
guard, was acquired by the
Cincinnati Royals Wednesday
from the Philadelphia 76ers.
Jones averaged 18.2 points a
game in his senior year at
Assumption College, Worcester,
Mass , and was the 76ers' sixth.
round draft choice.

Okay. what's an Anything Loan? The Plus Per formers have the answer in one word. yes
Yes to money tor anything worthwhile

BANK OF
MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Yes to personal loans, tuition and education loans.
vacation loans, mortgage and home Improvement
loans, auto loans, boat loans, you-name-It loans!
Yes to your dreams for far better things
Yes to courtesy. interest, service and convenience
Yes to you And here's to you'
If It's a question of money. the Plus Performers
have the answer all wrapped up
often does
Yes' The bank that can
no?
And that's pretty good news
Member FDIC
•1140
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THE CARR RATINGS
BY DONCANN
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BASKETBALL GAMES
ABILENE CHRISTIAN 16
BELLARM1NE
6
BLOOMSBURG
45
OuSTON STATE
21
CENTRAL WASHINGTON 35
COAST GUARD
30
COLGATE
17
CULVER STOCKTON
14
DAKOTA WESLEYAN
22
DUQUESNE
19
EASTERN NEW MEXICO 19
EDINBORO
15
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
25
HAWAII
5
HOWARD pAYNE
22
HOUSTON
7
INDIANA STATE
25
IOWA STATE
4
I
LONG BEACH ST4TE
41
LOYOLA- ILLINAS
12
LOYOLA-N.O.
31
MANHATTAN
I
MAR1ST
31
MEMPHIS STATE
40
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
16
MISSOURI WESTERN
3
NIAGARA
1
NORTH CAROLINA
29
OKLAHOMA STATE
23
ONEONTA
22
pEPPERDINE
12
QUEENS
26
RANDOLPH MACON
14
SOUTH DAKOTA
15
S. W. MISSOURI
J
TEMPLE
32
TEXAS A 6 M
10
TRI STATE
7
TRINITY -TEXAS
9
TULSA
25
UNION.TENNESSEE
IS
VANDERBILT
8
WEBER STATE
40
WESTERN CAROLINA
4
4ESTERN KENTUCKY
1
.._
1.131 tl.AYONS

OPPONeirr

nvoitTIE

oplaa DR

-WAIN

OF 42-2-71.
BASKETEALL GAMES OF 12-1-71
TARLETON STATE
ASHEVILLE
WLIFFORD
12
CAMPBELLSVILLE
Anirais
TRoY STATE
1
BAPTIST BIBLE
AUGUSTANA-ILLINOIS 16
DUBUQUE
PLYMOUTH
STANISLAUS
BOISE
14
CARROLL-MoNTANA
CHEYNEY STATE
MOUNT S1. MARYS
19
CURRY
CARLETON
ODE
IS
ITHACA
FULLERTON
COLORADO STATE
12
CENTRAL KEINOWST
COLUMBUS
EDWARD WATERS
21
HAMLINE
MONTANA STATE
CREIGHTON
14
MOREHEAD-KENTUCKY
EL PASO
M,KURRY
34
PORT LEWIS
14
GREAT FALLS
ALASKA
KENYON
HOUSTON BAPTIST
AUSTIN
12
LYNCHBURG
ILLINOIS WESLEYAN
DePAUW
11
OREGON STATE
LANGSTCM
PHILLIPS
19
ST. EDWARDS
LOS ANGELES STATE 25
N. W. MISSOURI
CALIFORNIA
NEBRASKA
SAN DIEGO STATE
16
SUL ROSS
NEW YORK TECH
35
BARUCH
ARIZONA
NORTH DAKOTA
ciacwco STATE
24
CORPUS CHRISTI
NORTHWOoD-IND1ANA ZS
CALVARY
EVAMSVILLE-I.S.U.
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
OAKLAND CITY
17
BIRMINGHAM SO.
OGLETHORPE
GEORGIA STATE
14
CALIFORNIA POMONA
RHODE ISLAND
ORAL ROBERTS
31
NYACK
PRINCETON
peas STATE
7
ROLLS
RHODE ISLAND COL
SRTANT
lb
TENN. WESLEYAN
ST. ANDREWS
37 rkaieas MARION
KANSAS CITY
BABSON
ST. ANSELMS
17
ARMY
ST. FRANCIS -PA.
INDIANA -PA.
9
RICE
ST. LEO
1/.; :NTLEY
CALIFORNIA POMONA
SAN FRANCISCO
S. W. OKLAHOMA
NEW PALTZ
S. K. OKLAHOMA
21
QUINCY
•
314
STONEHILL
NORWICH
NEW YORK MARITIME
SUFFOLK
NASSON
.
1,6
LEBANON VALLEY
CITADEL
41
U. C. L. A.
WESTMAR
UTAH
AB JOSE STATE
26
MOATANA
ROCKHURST
WASHINGTON STATE
20
WEST CHESTER
WEST FLORIDA
BERRY
12
CARROLL-MONTANA
WHITWORTH.WASH.
TEXAS WESLEYAN
21
ST. JOSEPHS-INDIAN/ WORCESTER POLY
10
BATES
SOUTHERN MISS.
STATE
WYOMING
IIr
FULLERTON
BEANPOT CLASSIC AT BC61611 . 12-2 6
.
BRYAN
HARVARD
NORTHEASTERN
-,
83.1
S. M. U.
BOSTON CoLLipE---80.5
BOSTON C.---- 69.
AUGUSTANA-S.D.
BRIGHAM_OUNG CLASSIC - -T2-1 i 4-71.
CARSON NEIMAN
BRIGHAM YOUNC---91.4. ST.JOSEPHS-PA.85.'
XANSAliSTATL20.
BAyLOR
WASHINGTOt-- -- -84.4
MIKkEIB
pci-64-7
.
,t40
HIT -4660
ItEwfq,

law

copyRii.,(ij ,._47,1 si tat tee°
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Kentucky Oasketball

Wildcats Win Season Opener
Over Northwestern last Night

Taylor Leads MSU To Win
By MIKE BRANDON

put the Thoroughbreds up 31-24.
The seven point margin
remained Intact as the half ended
with the Racers leading 39-32.
The capacity crowd marveled
as Les Taylor, displaying some
beautiful moves, scored 21 points
in the first half. The quicksilver
Taylor fired in 8 of 13 from the
floor in an awesome display of
offense the first half. Murray
connected on 17-35 in the half for
a .486 clip while Tech was 14-34
for a cool .412.
The second half opened up with
the Racers firing in seven

Wonder what the Wonder Boys
of Arkansas Tech think about
Murray State's wonder boy, Les
Taylor' Taylor, a native of
Carbondale, Illinois, scored 40
points and pulled down 13
rebounds in leading the Racers
to a 79-66 home court conquest of
Arkansas Tech last night.
Tech had played six games
before taking the floor against
the Racers. They had also lost
six games. But for the first half
of last night's contest Tech looked
like one of the best 0-6 teams
around.
Murray drew first blood on a W
layup by 6-8 center Marcellus
Starks and by the time Starks
repeated his feat with 12:42
remaining in the half, the Racers
were coasting along with a 23-14
lead.
The Racers saw 5:36 go by
before scoring another point
while Tech had scored ten
straight to take a 24-23 lead. The
Racers took the lead for good
with 7:06 remaining when
sophomore guard Steve Barret
hit on a layup to put Coach Cal
Luther's crew on top 25-24. Mark
House and Les Taylor combined
for six straight points, with
Taylor getting four of them, to

straight points to take a 46-32 lead
and send the Murray fans into a
frenzy. Tech could come no
closer than eight points during
the final half and at one point the
Wonder Boys fell behind by 19.
The Racers continued to play a
good brand of basketball over the
last half and Taylor added 19
more points as the Murray men
grabbed the 79-66 season opener.
Ron Williams, playing a fine
ballgame, followed Taylor's 40
points with 14. Marcelles Starks
scored 10 points and grabbed 10
caroms in a brilliant effort by the

With 40

young sophomore center. Bill
Mancini turned in an impressive
performance by grabbing nine
rebounds and tossing in five
points. Sophomore guard Steve
Barret, back from an ankle injury, rounded out the scoring for
the starters with four points.
Murray finished the game by
hitting on 34-74 from the field for
a .459 clip while Tech scorched
the nets on 30-59 for a .508 mark.
The Racers outrebounded the
Wonder Boys 40-31..
The Racers entertain a rugged
Cheyney State team Saturday

Points
night. The freshman contest at
5:30 pits the Baby Racers against
the University of Louisville
freshmen. The varsity game gets
underway at 7:30 p.m.
32 34--It
39 40-71

Arkansas Tech
Murray State

Tech (66) Edmonds 21, Cunningham 4, Davis 12, Hankton 12,
Combs 17 and Mackey 0.
Murray 79)Taylor 40, Mancini
5, Starks 10, Williams 14, House 2,
Barrett 4, E. Taylor 2, Brown 2
and Weismann 9.
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Floridians
Move Into
No.2 Spot34

is Year Give That
ilHard to Please Man on
1Your List a Man's Gift-iiGive Him A Gun--

By United Press International
By United Press International and teammates Larry Davis and played at Murray.
The Floridians moved into
Most
Kentucky
college Granville Bunton each added 16. Murray challenges Cheyney
third place in the American
basketball teams went into action
State ( Pa.( at Murray Saturday Basketball
Association's EastWednesday night, but some, like It was a season-opener for night
ern Division Wednesday night—
the Louisville Cardinals, came Murray State University as
Murray defeated Arkansas Tech, In other games, Eastern the hard way.
out disappointed.
South- The Floridians jumped a
The Florida Gators spoiled 79-66 behind the game-high 40 Kentucky downed
western, 105-99, Findlay downed notch in the Eastern standings
coach Denny Crum's debut and points of Les Taylor.
upset the Cardinals 70-69, despite Ron Williams poured in 14 Northern Kentucky, 87-81, by winning on the road—a 107More
swamped 106 overtime triumph over the
a tremdous rally by Louisville in points for Murray and Marcelous" Thomas
Hanover, 102-89, and Union (Ky.) Dallas Chaps at Dallas, Tex.
the last two minutes.
Starks added 10 in the game took one from Centre 89-80.
The Chaps forced the FloriThe season-opening was difdians into overtime when Rich
ferent for the Kentucky Wildcats.
Jones' 15-foot jump shot tied
Jim Andrews, a 6-11 junior,
the score at 94-94 after
poured in 37 points and grabbed
regulation but muffed a chance
13 rebounds to lead slow-starting
to
tie the score again when
Kentucky to a 94-85 win over
George Johnson missed an
Northwestern at Lexington.
eight-foot shot with six seconds
Andrews, the placement for 7-2
By JOHN G. URIFTIN
. club owners to demand a new left in overtime.
Tom Payne who left Kentucky ,,
UPI Sports Editor
team by the start of the 1973 Mack Calvin's
two fr
or the pros, had the best night of PHOENIX (UP!)--The Texas season.
th?ows with 12 seconds left
his college career. He scored 23 Rangers obtained two players
Rep. Bernie Sisk ( D-Calif.), a given the Floridians their
final
second-half points as Kentucky from the New York Yankees leader in the
four-man Congres- margin. Calvin had 22 points,
expanded a 41-35 halftime lead and then included them in an sional delegation
which was No. 2 on the Floridians behind
and controlled thereafter.
eight-player swap with the part of the Washington group,
Willie Long's 26 while Steve
The lead changed hands four Cleveland Indians today in a said the
delegation
was
times during the first 10 minutes burst of trading to open the "pleased by the response" of Jones scored 26 points for the
Chaps.
and the score was tied six times final day of the winter baseball the owners creating a
special The
victory
raised
the
before Kentucky ran off eight meetings.
committee to work with them
straight points, six by Andrews, Several other deals were to find a way to bring a team Floridians' record to 11-14, a
half-game ahead of the Pitto take the lead for good 24-17. understood near completion as to Washington.
tsburgh Condors, who bowed to
At Gainesville, Fla., Louisville the baseball moguls went
Chances Still Cloudy
the Carolina Cougars, 118-117,
stormed back from a 12 point through their final session, with
However, the possibility of a
deficit in the final two minutes third baseman Ron Santo of the new team for Washington in the only other Wednesday
night game.
and 25 seconds to trim Florida's Chicago Cubs and shortstop remains cloudy.
Gene Little's field goal with
lead to the final margin of one Jim Fregosi of the California
Baseball Commissioner Bowie nine seconds left
gave the
point.
Angels the center of trade talk. Kuhn, in
announcing
the Cougars their winning margin
The Cardinals return to
Broke Logjam
formation of the committee, after the
Condors enjoyed a
Louisville to meet Bellarmine But it was the Rangers who pointed out, "We did not
Saturday night at Freedom Hall broke a 36-hour trading logjam guarantee a solution—we did 101-88 lead early in the fourth
T
period. Larry Miller had 34 e
in their second game of the in the meetings by:
guarantee to work to find out points and
McDaniels
Jim
season.
... Swapping 29-year-old infiel- whether there is a solution."
added 24 for the Cougars. John
At Owensboro, Kentucky der Bernie Allen to the Yankees
One club head, President
Wesleyan scored the most points for left handed pitcher Gerry Mike Burke of the Yankees, Brisker led the Condors with 42
points.
ever posted by a basketball team Jones from the Syracuse farm called the appearance
of the
of the school and swamped team and pitcher Terry Ley four Congressmen and their
ABA Standings
Pikeville College, 132-85.
from the Yankees Manchester insistence on the "necessity" of
Junior Mike Williams
led farm club.
a new team, coupled with their By United Press International
Wesleyan, ranked sixth in the ... Trading
East
Jones, Ley, remarks concerning baseball's
UPI small college poll, with a centerfielder Del Unser and legal problems,"a refined
w. I. pct. gb
power
game-high 27 points. Pikeville pitcher Dennis Riddleberger to play."
Kentucky
15 6 .714
was led by Mike Thoroughman the Indians for pitchers Rich
14 9 .609 2
They flexed a muscle in a Virginia
with 18 points.
Hand and Mike Paul, catcher very genteel way," said Burke. Floridians
11 14 444 6
Western Kentucky opened its Ken Suarez and outfielder Roy "Running through the whole Pittsburgh
/
2
II 15 .423 61
season at Lubbock, Tex., Wed- Foster.
9 13 409 61
/
2
thing was an implied threat." New York
nesday night.
Hit Nine Homers
/
2
9 13 409 61
Rep. Frank Horton i R-N.Y.1 Carolina
Texas Tech guard Greg
West
Unser hit .255 with nine home announced after the Wednesday
Lowery scored 27 points and runs with the Senators-Rangers meeting that the group had
w. I. pxt. gb
teammate Richard Little, the this year and Riddleberger had presented to Kuhn a petitior Utah
17 7 .708
other Raider guard added 21, as a 3-1 and a 3.21 earned run signed by 238 members of the Indiana
13 9 .591 3
the Raiders opened their season average. Suarez batted .203 in House of Representatives "sup- Dallas
10 14 .417 7
with a 95-87 victory over Western 50 games with the Indians and porting a new baseball team for Denver
9 13 .409 7
Kentucky.
Foster hit .245. Hand was 2-6 Washington." Without saying a Memphis
9 14 391 71,
The game was tied 11 times and and Paul 12-7 with Cleveland. word about the possibility
Wednesday's Results
the lead changed hands four
The formal meetings moved talked about in Washington that Carolina 118 Pitts 117
times. The Hilltoppers led only into their final stages after the Congress might look into the Flor 107 Dallas 106 lot)
once in the second half. however, most important action Wednes- preferential status baseball has
Thursday's Game
76-75.
day took place off stage. A enjoyed under the anti-trust Utah at Floridians
Jerry Dunn, held to only two blue-ribbon Washington, D. C. laws, Horton carefully pointed
points the first half, led the group met in a second secret out that the number of petition TREVINO NIXF.S BAHAMAS
Hilltopper scoring with 18 points meeting with the assembled signers was greater than a El. PASO. Tex. (UPII—Lee
Trevino, the leading money
House majority of 218.
winner on the pro golf tour with
Ample Money
$229,552 in earnings, made it
The members of the Washing- official Wednesday that he will
ton group insisted there is now pass up next week's Bahamas
"ample financial ability" from Open tournament and return to
private source& in the capital to his home here until the start of
back the return of a new team the winter tour.
either through
expansion,
purchase of an existing team W.C.C.C. CHAMPS
and moving it to Washington, NEW
BRUNSWICK, N.J.
or supporting a team which UPI)—Unbeaten West Chester
*
Purses
Candles
*
would move there.
Community College of Valhalla,
* Asst. Gift Items, These
N.Y., was named Wednesday
* Glassware
private sources were the 1971
recipient of the
not identified and the group
National Football Foundation's
conceded they might not have club
championship trophy
been available three months
Chairman
Dratty
Vincent
ago
when owner Bob short of said
Aurora, Ky. Next to Goodie Place.
the
trophy
will be
the Washington Senators moved
open only Sat. & Sun. 12-5 until Christmas
presented to West Chester State
his club to Dallas-Fort Worth at
a dinner in New York, Dec.
By appointment for groups call 354-4525.
for financial reasons.
7. -

Winter Baseball Trading
Today Is Final Day Of
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gBROWNING SPORTING ARMS$
3$

BROWNING
BROWNING
BROWNING
BROWNING
BROWNING
BROWNING

5 SHOT
22 CAL
22 CAL
9 MM
30-06
32 CAL

AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATICE
AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATICE
AUTOMATIC
ALL IN STOCK
870

•
kerningion

VI

CLOSE-OUT SALE

n loans.
vement
oansl
conve-

former•

WISHING WELL MINIATURE
GOLF GIFT SHOP

25% Off All Items

yi REMINGTON
1100 AUTO VENT RIB
'179"
REMINGTON
1100 AUTO PLAIN
'144"
REMINGTON
870 PUMP VENT RIB
'129"
uvt REMINGTON
870 PUMP PLAIN
'109"
vi REMINGTON
22 CAL RIFLE
'49"
GOOD SELECTION USED GUN
3i ONE ONLY MATCHED SET 410 and 28

" GA. IN DISPLAY CASE REMINGTON
1100 AUTO
'448'

WISHING WELL MINEATURE
GOLF GIFT SHOP

her F.D.
N/A A094

ALL GAUGES
DELUXE
STANDARD
DELUXE
DELUXE
DELUXE

•

90 Days Same As Cash

Eazy Terms

RD ELKINS

Phone 753-1705

Phone 753 1713

IY

1
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She lands marlins
from wheel chair
the fish to me."
After she mastered the
technique, she started looking
dream fish. To bring in
LOS ANGELES — Dora for her
that was her dream.
marlin,
a
Frantz knows people can do
bothered Jim some.
anything they believe they can Her dream
that she might get
worried
He
do.
the big fish.
fighting
hurt
She is a deep-sea fisherman
It takes upwards of three
who has brought in a 154-pound
marlin. She is a lawyer, ac- hours to pull in the 120-plus
countant and co-owner of a pounds of fighting fish. But
marine import business. She Dora did it. She hooked a
has been a candidate for the marlin and sat there in her
wheel chair and held xi until it
state Assembly.
Her legs have been paralyzed gave up.
since an automobile accident in
After that she was as much a
1935.
marlin fisherman as anyone
Her neck was broken in the who ever stepped on board a
accident and she was not ex- deep-sea fishing boat. But it
pected to live. With sheer will wasn't easy. During one fishing
power she fought to hang onto trip she was almost pulled out
life. Recovery took painstaking of the boat by a marlin. A
months of patience. She was deckhand was able to gab her
confined to the hospital for five wheel chair and cull her back
years.
to safety. Her longest fight was
Characteristically, she made with a marlin that had the wire
good use of her time there. She leader caught around its tail.
studied accounting to sup- None of these harrowing explement the bachelor's degree periences dampened her enshe had earned at Santa thusiasm.
Barbara State College and the
One incident did make a
law degree she received from
, however. She was
difference
the University of Southern
Lehing with a group on a
California shortly before the
charter boat and a man trying
accident.
to hold onto an albacore walked
Finally in 1941, her years in
chased the
the hospital behind her, she right over her as he
fish.
running
opened an accowiting office in
her parents' home in nearby
Dora with the brake on her
Lennox. Word got around that
wheel chair couldn't move fast
she was one of the best ac- enough to get out of his way.
countants and tax experts in
That did it for going out on
the area. She soon had a
other people's boats, Jim
thriving business.
decided. They would buy their
Dora got around too. She was own boat. By now they have
never one to let a mere wheel owned two; their current one is
chair get in the way of her
the 42-foot "Lison." When they
business and social life. She are not using it, they charter it
wan politically active. In 1946, so it helps pay for itself
she,became a member of the
California State Republican
Central Committee.
la the fall of 1949 when she
married Jim Frantz, a marine
imilorter, it would have seemed
there were no more worlds for
her to conquer.
Jim had another idea. He
When shopping foi a car. do
wanted to know if his new bride you open and close the doors
wotild be interested in taking and luck the tires, Most con
hobby, sport fishing.
up
sumers use such tests. even
The idea of a little lady in a though they are not considered
wheel chair tackling fish that the professional way to test
weigh upwards to 160 pounds car quality
If you re choosing windows.
sewed pretty farfetched but
closing
them Dora had never let her however opening aandgood test
wheel chair get in her way them is actually
of operating performance The
before.
Andersen Corporation of BayWhen she fishes in Mexico
Mum., a leading window
port.
she must be lifted from a raw
manufacturer. suggests y o u
boat at sea into the fishing boat check
for yourself on whether
wtach Dora says can get "very a window opens easily. dusts
interesting" when the weather tightly and locks firmly. The
is rough. Of course, she is company points out that a
unable to swim. -I never window is opened, closed and
warned about that," she says. slammed thousands of times,
to GPShe has never had any fear and should, be designed
erate easily despite such use
it the ocean," Jun says
and abuse
With time and practice arid
Easy operation is a special
the
just fishing, she learned
feature of Andersen windoss s.
way fish react and how they The popular casement window.
run and was able to take on the for example, opens and closes
tag ones To compensate for not with the turn of a roto-opwalking around the boat as the erator handle 'For maximum
two sash
fish makes its run after it's weathertightness. and
pull the
locks leach out
riooked, she learned to turn the sash shut.
Fish by moving the tip of her
rod
Famed Lake Geneva in
Most people follow their
•••%Itzerlarid is about 35 miles
fish.- she says,"I have to bring
By RICH SEELE1
Copley News Service

Prices Good thru Monday Dec. 6

Big Savings. . .
Something for Everyone!
SANTA will be at BIG K TOY DEPARTMENT
Thurs., Fri., Sat., 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

L

GAY NOTE

LADIES
SHORT SLEEVE

GIFT
WRAP

SHIRTS
1,600

mASuli
mated to
room for
black str
widens•t
cotton ca

6 Rolls

MUNSEY DELUXE

BAKER/BROILER

REG 3 54
EACK

80 sq. ft
Reg. 97'

8

Model BT 600

29 Lite Miniature

comPidtt Al "PAO
2" x 444"
/
" a 141
2
1
Features: 10/
cooking area; clear-view glass
door; three. rack positions; drip
tray; mar-free and heat-free legs
and handles; chrome finish inside
and out; thermostat control up to
500'

TWINKLE LIGHT
'14-400.41-4 SET
SMARTY
PANTS

X25

CAMERA
$2777

Use Simple
Open-Close
Window Test

with
FILM

Smarty Pants listens to questions
and answers back. Even says
"I love you Mommy"
Reg. I

$12.77

1 088

awe,

ha

•-

USE
YOUR
BANK
CREDIT
CARD AT
BIG K!

•

8-LIGHT CANDOLIER
1U Tail
Plastic Candles
UL Approved

Black & Decker Model 7510

JIG SAW
12-inch Boys

11150-

Of GUIs

Sidewalk

with Training Wheels

BLACK & DECKER
Model 7100

3/8" DRILL

Reg $
16.88

AUCTION

Dia

REAL ESTATE — PERSONAL PROPERTY
4SHOP BIG K WHILE SELECTION
IS COMPLETE

Saturday, December 11— At 11:00 A. M.
s••,,•4, C. 2 lo,.• Crosomorciod Koadiege. 2 Lots.
00 Milftsroy PS ot C.ot•ini Cey, Ky., sally .4 .54 • mole woe% of 62 Nowt

RADIO JET

Sale To Be field Kiln or %doe.

•

maw' Jo-

This imat Mahatma la 44 aft4'
mita hall drive I. b110.1e0•11 am&
,lateral
roam aaal private Mitre'
manlier,
VAS Mat •a4

1.44 shre l• OW, orll romarmetel Irma/ geed material
11.1. laalldlna
of pole tors trpe
L44

SCOTCH PINE

Loads of Fun! $822

,CHRISTMAS

doe Watt

CHILD'S G F

VAIIIrrf 11400.
110.00NAL P1110PUTY AND ANTIQU13 OF WU'S
hoot Chew webeeet,
laded*: Chive cebeeN wife cane/ glow Popo
footed 34~1,
cene4 glees deer. rope loge“ s.lo board, deo
booed
doyory, nolloogooy bottott,
42" mew/ eel 'eel& 6 foottlong Aioiot
stood toblo, o•Itot Sell. Woloot cal
Pyle 4141111 ISOl toils, elo. footed soit
hello, .40-.0 elbifforoloo, MI eel
Ivo 5•614, morblo too t•-dia Nen4, 6 Iona/
welt 4•••••. eel 1144 .444 lots *4
tittoott, largo mob wiforenmee. clew hewed
3 *ewe. oprel cobiool, hottor tool41,
coning, weleet twellye oftslo stood, wic•
leN ei ikeweesiew glow latelkoo
looloits, Royal .Weimee vese, Catel.al pI.u.
2 IN* cowmeyrs. 1 weed loyee,
stock. wolf elect, 2 glees Awe cows, well We, Oyeleweve glow 2 eNewee
seeNeee,
coos
bee&
6
Raw,
choke
Sey4ley
DoNI
reoinitry: casof
pen, loess well lame. PIEISONAL

$447 1

Phone 388-7351

•2 Speed
•Model V211
FLAG & SAIL

97VALUE
300
)1

REG
116.88

AMR SHAVE & COLOGNE

88c

4 °Z NE
EACH

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LAY-AWAY

SALE BY

AUCTION & REALTY

PHONOGRAPH

IN GIFT DECANTER

with STAND

Lou's Variety Shop, Owner

-Thomas White

HAI
KARATE

TREE

J. and Mary Lou Smith, Owners

Kottawa, Kentucky

WAGON

aad 4.

TERMS 10 ranee* doy *4 solo. bolooe• cot& wit% Nod
molter
Ars0000cootoots et solo folio yootoilootc• Ft. pointed
*OM tfioto Ileadielps sepeoehily NYee eeeetber.
Ws
Marvin

4-FOOT

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Use Your
BANKASIIRICARO

$ 1 288
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Ankara's big city' pace surprises many visitors
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Copley News Service

MASCULINE FLAVOR --z- Leopard-printed cotton laminated to window shades creates an impressive bed-sitting
room for apartment dwellers. The shadescare housed in a
black structural frame that camouflages the radiator and
widens.the room by balancing the storage wall. A beige
cotton carpet underfoot lightens the setting.

••

1

IT
AT
We Are Open Till 8:30
Every Night Until Christmas

are quite a few tourists in the
city.
They are engaging in girl
watching, and some of the girls
rate close scrutiny, with everything from tight-fitting dresses,
hot pants, deceptive veils and
the walk that inspires male appreciation of the opposite sex.
There is good food - shish and
other kabobs,some with yogurt
- and plenty of night life, the
penthouse Grill Room of the
Buyuk (Grand ( Hotel offering
one of the more interesting evenings.
HoteLs are reasonable &
fine double room in the Eiuyuk
coming at about $10, and food is
within reason. There is something for everybody - busy
traffic and fast city life, or the
sight of peacefully grazing
sheep and cattle in the suburbs,
and jackasses (four-legged)
seem to be in abundance. There
aren't many dogs - pets are
too expensive for most Turksbut there are new factories all
over the place, and Pepsi Cola
and 7-Up bottling plants.
The smog comes mostly at
night, and this moved Vice
President Agnew to say, "It
looks worse than in Los Angeles." Cars park on the sidewalks and the Turks are
prosperous enough to have
modern buses to replacethe
antiques that moved about the
city until a few years ago.
There is a U.S. flavor here, tOo
- hippies, complete with long
hair and sleeping bags strung
over their shoulders.
But, there is delightful sightseeing, with Ataturk's hillside
tomb as the top attraelion. The
pride of soldiers in being picked
for honor guard duty at the
mausoleum can be seen in their
!yes and every visiting digni-

ANKARA - Take it easy
with the raki (a potent drink),
see the sights - and there are
plenty - get out of town to Cappadocia for a view of spectacular ruins and you will enjoy
yourself in this tense city of
martial law.
The Turkish government has
come a long way in the last 15
years in developing tourisrn but
still has a long way to go before
it reaps the financial rewards
that it should.
However, even with the
streets filled with soldiers
patrolling with automatic
weapons under the tight regime
that includes martial law, the
visitor can find much to do and
see sights he might not see
closer to home - although
there are more of them, in a
more vivid sense, as one
travels further south. Flying in to Ankara, the
growth of the city can be seen,
if for no other reason, by the
thick cloud of smog hanging
over almost every area except
the solemn hill that holds the
tomb and memorial of
Mustaffa Kemal Ataturk,
founder of the Turkish Republic, ancithe presidential palace
of President Cevdet Sunay.
Both are high enough to escape
both the smog and the acrid
smell of poor grade coal burning in many buildings.
Things are not all bad here,
despite the common fear of a
coup, terrorist activity or revolt as expressed by a Turk
editor, Nezihi Oktem, who said,
"Your Vice President Agnew
was here and there was lots of
talk about NATO ( the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization )
and Russia. That's not what I
tary must lay a wreath at the
worry about. I wonder each
memorial, usually at sunset.
night what will happen here in
Finished in 1953, it is of the
the morning."
purest classical style. The
Oktem perhaps was being
Tower of Liberty rises at the
overdramatic because there
right of an impressive staircase, and the Tower of Independence is at the left. The
theme of the memorial is "Victory and Pea:.e" in recognition
of Ataturk's leadership in the
revolution of the early '20s. A
solemn quiet prevails throughout the memorial area.
There also is Ataturk Boulevard and many other statues of
the hero throughout the city, including one of granite and another outlined in neon ligIsta,
near the palace, visible frown(
most areas of Ankara at night.
The palace grounds also are
a place of beauty - an edifice

of maruit with unpressive gardens and woodlands - roses,
gladiolus, geraniums, cactus,
pines, white fir, begonias,
palms and many other flowers
this know-nothing on flora
could not identify.
lithe strong scent of Turkish

Your Choice /
3
4-CARAT
/
1
4-CARAT
EgammitiEarringi
/444
NY

,T:',11

1/4-CARAT
Massive Man's
7-Diamond Ring

S139

WEEKLY TERMS
en.aried
to show

de L

I

/

•

%ft*
.

4F '7;24
Styles shown are
available in
1/2,3/4 and 1-Carat
at comparable
sale prices.

N-CARAT v7,13;Ttolt.
8-Diamond
Bridal Set
'fel•//,/
"
.4
*.fM;'r
(.1444-40.

1/4-CARAT ,;;,
Ladies'7-Diamond
Cluster Ring

TOTAL
/
1
4-CARAT WU
GMT
Massive Man's
5-Diamond Ring

/
1
4-CARAT „,
15-Diamond
Princess Ring
also available in
Dinner Ring

1
1
1
1
1
1
7

2

•(Tlmrgy• Layaway

the 12th (-entity.),aireari
form of tennis was played
horsebirk;

traveler 'something different"
from the usual fare offered in
most of Europe. Otte last bit of
advice: Take it eirii on the raki
- the anisette is stronger than
most things Americans drink
and the mix compounds the
felony.

ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD OF THE CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1971

OPERATING REVENUE
Sale of Electric Energy:
Residential
Small Lighting and Power
Large Lighting and Power
Public Street and Highway Lighting
Other Electric Revenues:
Consumers Forfieted Discounts
Miscellaneous Service Revenue
Rent from Electric Property
Other Electric Revenue

834,222.91
232,724.26
640,451.77
37 508.43

1,744,907.37

7,792.26
2,138.25
4,725.00
1,253.49

15 909.00

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

1,760,816.37

OPERATING EXPENSES Purchased Power
Distribution Expense
Customer Accounts Expense
Sales Expense
Administrative and General Expense
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE

1,225,065.14
118,081.67
44,229.59'
4,065.37
57 567 31
1,449,009.08

MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
Distribution Expense
Administrative and General
TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE

44,347.09
3,074.86

OTHER EXPENSE
Depreciation Expense
Property Taxes
Taxes - Social Security
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSE

75,716.32
51,547.74
5,363.46

47,421.95

'

132 627.52

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS

1 629 058.55

OPERATING INCOME

131,757.82

OTHER INCOME - DEDUCTIONS*
Interest on Short-Term Investments
Miscellaneous Deductions

12,218.67
225.00

*

NET INCOME BEFORE DEBT EXPENSE

1L993.67
143,751.49

DEBT EXPENSE
Interest on Customers' Deposits

849.01

NET INCOME

142 902.48

COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD OF THE CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY

JUNE 30

1971

JUNE 30

1970

INCREASE
(DECREASE)

AS SETS
FIXED ASSETS
Electric Plant
Less Reserve for Depreciation

2,423,208.38
524•138.02

2,261,094.83
504 519.89

162,113.55
19.618.13

'Total Fixed Assets - Net

1 899 070.36

1 756 574.94

142 495.42

OTHER -PROPERTY AND INVESTMENTS
Renewal and Replacement Fund

15 220.69

15 220.69

250,000.00
183,398.79
150,463.62
47,807.99
1,331.82
7,009.50

200,000.00
213,036.68
124,332.34
52.540.38
26.80
5,280.88

50,000.00
(29,637.89)
26,131.28
( 4.732.39)
1,305.02
1.728,62

640 011.72

595 217.08

44 794.64

2 554 302.77

2 367 012.71

187 290.06

137.952.04
25,238.15
46,922.98
16 165.67

95,100.79
29,605.46
44,361.00
12 824.01

226 278.84

181 891.26

44 387.58

2 328 023.93

2 185 121.45

142 902.48

2 554 302.77

2 367 012.71

187 290.06

CURRENT AND ACCRUED ASSETS
Temporary Cash Investments
Cash for General Use
Accounts Receivable
Materials and Supplies
Prepaid Insurance
Other Current AssetS
Total Current and Accrued Assets
Total Assets

-u-

LIABILITIES AND OTHER CREDITS
CURRENT AND ACCRUED LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable - General
Accrued Taxes
Customers Deposits
Other Current Liabilities

•Cash • Credit Card
Shelled nuts should he kepi
. iir
in tightl) sealed container,
in moisture and vapor-proid
wrappings in the refrigerator or
freezer to keep them from he
coming rancid or stale.

several areas, including the
rock-carved cities in the
biblical region of Cappadocia,
an area of spectacular relics
from centuries ago and about a
day's drive southeast of here
In any event, even a brief
stop in Ankara will give any

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE

Seals Are
Endorsed
By Bureau
William J. Kuhfuss, president
• the American Farm Bureau
ederation, and his nationwide
ganization, have endorsed the
1971 Christmas Seal Campaign
gainst emphysema, tuberbats and air pollution, Thomas
P. Summers, executive director
the Kentucky Tuberculosis
Disease
Respiratory
nd
Association, announced today.
The Farm Bureau leader urged
ral people to support the anual effort for support of vital
services aimed at improving the
health and welfare of all
Americans in a letter to John H.
Biddle, president of the National
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association.
Americans living in rural areas
always have been a major source
of strength in the more than 1,000
Seal
local
Christmas
Associations throughout the
country, and we welcome this
official expression of their
support, Mr. Summers said. He
noted that the rising tide of
emphysema and other crippling
respiratory diseases does not
stop at metropolitan boundaries,
and that the disastrous effects of
air pollution are spreading to the
countryside.
"We have to do more, in both
city and country, to protect the
life and breath of all Americans"
Mr. Summers said. "We all can
help by giving more to the
Christmas Seal campaign
against emphysema, TB and air
pollution."

smoking
men
Turkish
cigarettes becomes too much
for you, there are organized
tours (run by the government,
Just as the best hotel and many
other enterprises are to the
hinterlands. One, covering
seven days, takes the visitor to

Total Current and Accrued
Liabilities
ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
Total Liabilities and Other
Credits

•
•

42,851.25
(4,367.31)
2,561.98
3,341.66
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ROSES

Y
DA
TO
TS
AR
ST
SALECONTI
NUES THROUGH SUNDAY, DEC. 5
Is Now Open 'til 10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
to 6 p.m. Sundays
and from 12:30 4

ROSES

In Murray

PANT SETS
p-100% Stretch Nylon

PANTY HOSE

QUILTED
DUSTERS

Lovely Shades

r Striped Top Solid Slacks

Petite, Medium,

100% Nylon
Tricot
Sizes S—M—L

LADIES
BOOTS

Girl's

Ladies

Ladies

Tall & Ex. Tall
Sizes 3 - 14

Reg.
2-5 1

Reg. $593

COLGATE

ADORN

13 oz size

11 oz size

NAME BRAND WATCHES
for Ladies and Men
A REAL BUY!

Reg. $172

The world
boxing r

Use-the special
music4hook.

AlsrAm'
SHAuf

Reg. 5 12"
Score a hit
robots hea

"
$11

COMPACT STEREO SET
A COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

BOY'S & GIRL'S

CHILD'S PHONOGRAPH

MAGNUS

'8 Track Tape Player
r Phono
Speakers
v Ear Phones
r Stand
, AM-FM Radio
,

wooden, play by color.

Reg.
'14"

SEVERAL
STYLES

ROCK
'EM

Spinet Style with bench,

SHAVE
CREAM

HAIR
SPRAY

CHORD
ORGAN

BICYCLE
$3488

4 Speed

organ, Stool,

Reg.
5399°

Reg.
s 1994

Legs, Music Book

by Away for Xmas

REMINGTON AUTOMATIC
SHOTGUN
Repeater

JAYMAR
PIANO

WINCHESTER — WESTERN

SHOTGUN
SHELLS

•
"

12 Gauge

compiete
with scope and
mount
22 Riffles Shells
Box of 50 68c

HOT WHELLS

SMARTY
PANTS
You talk,
she answers

MONGOOSE &
SNAKE RACE S

Reg. s129

Racing thrilt: & fun for
the whole -family R

Dove & Quail Load

'LIL TOT TRAINER HORSE
COLEMAN CAMP
STOVE

COLEMAN LANTERN
Double Mantle
Provides 8 - 10 hours of light witt

r Two Burner
r Bids for
Easy Storage

only a few cents worth of fue

Reg. 514"

COLEMAN FUEL
For gasoline stoves, lanterns
and catalytic heaters.

It's a walker or converts to a
jumper horse
Grows with
the child

Reg. sl''

SAVE
$300

10 GAL.
AQUARIUM
SET
Aquarium filter,
pump, filter floss,
charcoal

Reg.'12"
$892

PEAK
ANTI—FREEZE

BIG DADDY DRUM SET
r 9" Tom Tom
r 21" Bass Drum
0/11" Snare Drum
14"Hissing Cymbal
A/ Percussion Block
Cowbell
Prorn Sticks

Permanent type
Blends with other brands.
Gallon Plastic Conainer

Reg.
1

Reg. s 14

9

KRAZY
KAR
Just turn the
wheels &
away you go!

By Marx

MAR
TH
MUST
No batteries
Has saddle,
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JUSTIN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

ROSES

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE GREAT SAVINGS
AN OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE ON FIRST QUALITY MERCHANDISE!

In Murray

BANKAMFRiCARD

GENERAL ELECTRIC

=MI

6 FOOT

INDOOR LIGHT SET

CHRISTMAS

SCOTCH PINE

GIFT WRAP

Lasts for pars, stays
pretty year after year

.4 ,4 4 A A

*resit
pal
th49

4ZIP

15 Satin Finish Bulbs
See thru appearance

Reg.
1 11.83

2
11,111
NO

ROCK 'EM SOCK
'EM ROBOTS

with bench,
lay by color.

tql67,

Reg. 57'

CANISTER SET

FOR $

PORTABLE

POPCORN POPPER

ELECTRIC HEATER

The worlds on
boxing robots

ELECTRIC

special
book.

2 Quart Size

AsStC

See thru Glass Lid

1284

A/Fan Forced
A/ Instant Heat

$1176
& GIRL'S

:YCLE
34,88

Score a hit & the
robots head pops up

CASINO
PINBALL GAME
Ex

32 PIECE DINNERWARE
or Stationary
Bowl and Stand
3 Speed Motor
White-Avocado-Gold

Portable

'Err,-, r •

Reg.

$399'

Reg. '997
( Battery Operated )

HOT WHELLS

CHILD'S
RED
ROCKER

MONGOOSE &
SNAKE RACE SET
Racing thrit & fun for
the whole-family Rog.
or.

AttTactive vinyl cover,
steel frame.

BED PILLOW
A/ Foam Filled

Asstd. Colors

$2"
IDEAL FOR
CHRISTMAS

1ORSE

SWIVEL ROCKER

Similar to illustration

Non -Allergenic

CHILD'S TABLE & CHAIRS

BOSTON ROCKER
v Authentic Early
American ttyling
Maple Finish
v Comfort Plus Beauty

4 Folding
Chairs

IfX

MARVEL
THE
MUSTANG
No batteries required.
Has saddle, spurs, bridle

9 X 12 Size
Beautiful colors to
blend with any decor

Reg '4994

Reg.
Mos

CARPET RUG

$368

$1588
BASKETBALL &
GOAL SET

METAL UTILITY
TABLE

Regulation size basketball,

With cord and outlet A real

goal and net

step safer in the kitchen

SWIVEL-TOP

VACUUM
CLEANER
Complete with
attachments

Reg. s12"

188

Reg.
14"

4

8

Reg.
14"

$387

t

%I. $2988
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Zachary Taylor Home Proposed As Shrine

These visits made it necessary
Carpenter and Col.,locksmiths to
history-filled house a home.
for
the Devises to later put up a
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Standing purchase the home.
England.
the King of
in the midst of a modern, well- Similar legislation also has Mrs. Davis attributes this Still there is the "traveler's "private home" sign, which
to
feeling
riot
kept subdivision in Louisville, been introduced in the Senate by "historic-homey"
room' —a guest bedroom once stopped many of the callers.
R-Louisville. her family but to the fact that the
Cook,
"I do miss the excitment and
the
as
Cherokee
known
Marlow
section
of
Sen.
maintained and set apart in
The nation's independent I percent make no choice..
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Indian Hills, is a stately 111th- -This historical shrine should estate, named for the many homes by a back stairway for nuisance of it all," Mrs. Davis
people
business
Kentucky
that
complain
Williams (Mrs. businessmen, who
Baby Boy
house steeped in history. be preserved for present and springs gracing the once 360-acre unexpected passersby. And
admitted smilingly.
voted this way: 15 percent ap- century
lot, has always been someone's
said.
Snyder
generations,"
Wanda Sue Williams), Lynnwood the current welfare system
This
structure's
How do the Devises feel about
claim
to
future
are
83
customs
approach,
prove the H.R. 1
some 18th-century
private home.
Estates, Murray, Baby Boy erodes work incentive and perhistorical fame is based on:
leaving Springfield? Should it
is one of two homes of former
"It
Senate
as
such
the
there,
prefer
on
percent
carried
still
work,
avoid
to
built at a time when presidents not presently owned Former owners of the home
Turner (Mrs. Mary Ellen Tur- mits too many
shrine?
alternative, and 2 percent are —It was
stacking a gun by the front en- become a national
ner, 1110 Sycamore, Murray, apparently have little confidence
largest city was little by the government." The other is include George McCurdy, Dr.
to miss
going
state's
the
"We're
certainly
trance.
government will undecided.
more than a muddy swamp with James Madison's home in John Brady, Emmanuel Levi,
Baby Girl Greene (Mrs. Suzanne that the Federal
living here," said Paul. "It's
duty
guaranteed
our
the
of
it
considered
Supporters
"We've
work
stronger
impose
Harry A. Volz, Dinwiddie
Green), Rt. 7, Mayfield.
100 inhabitants;
been part of a family dream
Virginia.
requirements under a proposed annual income plan ( or Family —It claimed once as frequent
Lampton, Jr., and Carlton to decorate and preserve this come true.
was
proposed,
legislation
The
Taylor
Housethe
in
Plan)
Zachary
Assistance
house as when
welfare reform package.
Simmons.
DISMISSALS
passed bill, while admitting that visitors such prominent figures however, only after Mrs. Davis' "When living in a home like lived here himself," Mrs. Davis "And we do hope the house Is
Mrs. Treva Anderson, Rt. 5,
the
home
after
the
George
Rogers
sell
Clark,
as
to
Henry
decision
that purchased by the federal
In a poll just completed among more persons will be eligible for
Springfield, your personality said. "Since I didn't know
Murray, Mrs. Gloria Frances
recent death of her husband.
the welfare benefits, argue that work Clay and Jefferson Davis;
proprietors,
and government, for our main wish is
independent
house
seems to adjust to attach itself to much about the
Hutson and Baby Boy, Rt. 8,
Federation of In- and job-training requirements —The house is now being With her primary interest the home," said Paul, a characteristics of the period to see Springfield preserved and
National
Murray, Mrs. ha Mae Gingles,
dependent Business asked will be strengthened under the considered for purchase as a focusing on the preservation of management trainee at Citizen's when we moved here, I soon restored as it should be and as it
626 Ellis Dr., Murray, Mrs. whether the Federal government
national historic site.
the home, Mrs. Davis contacted
new legislation.
started reading and doing was, a great man's home."
Fidelity Bank.
Maggie Elizabeth Guthrie, Rt. 1,
States should However, Senator Curtis This unpretentious white-brick the Kentucky Heritage Comvarious
the
or
research about our new home. Through the proposed federal
at
least
Hazel, Mrs. Mary Magadlene
residence is Springfield, the mission approximately two "Our primary interest,
legislation, the interest of the
be
must
adult
an
whether
of
policy
decide
prevailing
the
blames
ours has been to restore and "And people from all over— Devises, the Ky. Heritage
Rogers, 411 Harahan, Paducah,
work or job the Department of Health, boyhood home of "Old Rough and months ago for help in finding a
accept
to
ready
know—
don't
maintain the home as when it was people we really
Mrs. Amy Osie Washburn (extraining as a condition of welfare. Education and Welfare for the Ready"—Zachary Taylor, the new owner for Springfield.
have been a great help to us in Commission and other groups,
built."
pired), 1313 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
of
the
commission's
president
of
the
12th
efforts
United
The
would failure of work incentives in the
government
Federal
The
how Springfield hopefully Springfield and its
discovering
:
Ethel Moore Windsor (expired)
executive director, Mrs. Simeon Luckily, Springfield has been looked in its early years. They history will be preserved,
power under H.R. 1, present system. He says that the States.
this
given
be
1003 Poplar St., Murray.
though a Virginian Willis, joined by Frank Ftrmkin, maintained by its owners in much
a comprehensive welfare reform interests of both welfare Zachary,
have sent us clippings, pictures,
at the Kentucky president of the Kentucky the same style as that gracing it
lived
Advertisement
birth,
by
measure passed by the House. An recipients and taxpayers would
books, etc.-depicting the estate."
by
Col.
when
Richard
built
WELLMAN BACK
the
has
to
23
led
for
Society,
residence
years—longer Historical
Senator
by
bill
Senate
alternative
aggressive
an
by
served
best
in
be
living
like
UPI( —
Taylor, Zachary's father, in 1785. What has it been
PHILADELPHIA
Too <tin Inert losing Iviegght today.
Carl T. Curtis would leave such policy of moving recipients off of than in any other home. And it proposed federal legislation.
Its high-ceilinged, spacious, Springfield?
The Philadelphia Phillies
kioNAoex I. a flay nsisiot ••••41 finssy
of
an
five
had
his
become
there
six
was
she
how
children
Asked
States.
the
to
the
all
decisions
"but
programs,
welfare
a
to
quite
and
lak•
"Exciting
MONADEX .
01 h•IP
rehired former first basemanowner of Springfield, Mrs. Davis brick-walled rooms have been privilege," Mrs. Davis and Paul in, 6.str• tot ..c..,food Eat ••• •
Apparently, businessmen evidence indicates that it is not were born.
the
original
have
as
preserved,
outfielder Bob Wellman Tuesl•ss
no tango,on,
Contains
adthat
feel
generally
policy at the State level To Mrs. Paul Davis of explained, "We had always tongue and groove ash floors put agreed.
drugs end will MO, woke
n•r ••••••
day to manage their farm club ministration closer to home is current
old
her
an
house,
and
two
in
live
LouisvWe
sons,
to
Paul,
wanted
14*
(..h•ngis y our
strorweeso
it is contrary to HEW
Mrs. Davis recounted several 1.10 . stool today MIONADEY
at Spartanburg in the Western advisable. Only 12 percent because
,..t.
26, and Glen, 24, this historic site though not necessarily an historic down by Col. Taylor's slaves, and
PolicY—"
tales of frequent unexpected 53.00 few • 20 Amy s•opir Leo,̀
Carolina League.
respect, Senator Curtis' alternative has been more important only one. We had never thought of seven doors which bear 18th- visitors who would stop for tours fat Of SUf111410117 will too l•+Ai r11144
this
in
1
R.
H.
support
wit& n• isimistiews
Wellman played for the
"lift-locks" made by
MONADEX
while 86 percent favor Senator solution to "the welfare mess" is since 1964, however, when it living in Springfield until we saw century
of her home all hours of the day, is sold with this po10•00110.0
Philadelphia Athletics in 1948
home,
and
heard
paper
thier
the
in
it pictured
Curtis' bill and the remaining 2 180 degrees from the House- became
Murray,
Drug
Store,
Wallis
to
open
was
'thinking Springfield
and 1950
The Devises are it was for sale.
Mall Orders Filled.
passed Family Assistance Plan,
the public
and
last
seventh
probably
the
when
Ave
remember
can
"1
national
which would establish a
minimum income for all families private owners of Springfield, for moved into the house, " she
recently was in- smiled, "Its 10 large rooms were
with little or no income. Whereas legislation
this bill would increase troduced in Congress by Reps. completely empty. We came in
Federalization of welfare, the Gene Snyder. R-Jeffersontovrn, with no rugs or drapes—the house
Curtis bill would return authority and William H. Natcher, D- was just like a big barn."
to the States, who now must Bowling Green, for the home to Since that weekend seven years A time change is announced by
follow HEW regulations in order become a national historic site. ago, however, Springfield has the Small Business AdCorner of 4th & Elm
to receive FederaL. welfare Both Gongressmen have in- been quite unlike a big, empty ministration for their Counsellng
an
troduced
identical
with
bills
alive
been
It's
barn.
will
office
The
Paducah.
in
Office
grants.
Open: 5 pm-9 pm Mon.-Fri.
The independents have, for authorizing the Secretary of century charm that's "lived-in," be open on the 1st and 3rd
12-6 p.m. Saturday‘
several years, complained loudly Interior to spend up to $100,000 to for the Devises have made this Thursday of each month. A
of "welfare bums" who refuse
SCORE Counselor will be
2-6 p m Sunday
work, and of high umemployrnent
available for interviewing arid
and welfare expenditures at the
counseling from 9:63 a.m. until
Friday -Saturday -Sunday
same time that many jobs go
2:00 p.m. on the 1st and 3rd
unfilled. They apparently blame
Thursday of each month. On the
Washington for what has hap3rd Thursday from 12:00 Noon to
* Pirates Under 6 Free Catfish 3:00 p.m. a Loan Officer from the
pened to welfare, and would
prefer to see States impose work
Pirates 6-12 50' token charge
Louisville District Office of SBA
requirements, establish job
will be in the Paducah Office.
With Purchase of Cage and Stand
The office is located in the City
training programs, and screen
Please Come and Help Us Celebrate
phone
The
applicants.
floor.
New Starter 10 Galron
eligibility of
Hall on the first
No. is (5021 444-6381.
The Federation's poll results
Two Years of Serving Seafood Lovers
In order to determine credit
certainly indicate business doubt
and eligibility requirements for
over the Federalization of
only $799 Also See Our
SBA loan programs, it is
welfare, as proposed in the
suggested that the businessman
House-approved legislation.
Unbelievable Price on 20 & 29 Gal. Tanks
bring with him a recent financial
'Home of All You Can Eat"'
* BLACK MOLLIES Reg. 69`-Now 29'
statement or balance sheet of the
DALILIN LEADING REYES
!business and a profit and loss
Highway 641 N •Murray, Ky
Reg. 49' Now 4 '1'
* Neons
statement for the previous full
HONG KONG I UPI ) —Roger
Reg. 98'- Now 2
* CARDINALS
Dalkin, a 21-year-old student
year. This information pertains
businesses.
from Miami, Fla., holds a one
to established
Reg. 79'- Now 49'
* ALL CATFISH
However, anyone interested in
pin lead over Rene Reyes of the
* ALGAE EATERS Reg. 89`- Now 2 '1'
establishing a new business is
Philippines entering today's
this
with
consult
to
encouraged
glance
third qualifying round of the • TAYLOR HOME—Mrs Paul Davis and her son
representative, as well as other
seventh annual World Cup from the back porch of their 18th century Louisville
businessmen who are in need of
under
is
presently
which
Don't Forget Your Doggie at Christmas!
home, Springfield.
Bowling Championships.
financial advice or assistance.
site.
historic
a
national
as
purchase
for
consideration
of
Dalkin has an overall total
In December, the office will be
The house, located at 5608 Apache Road, was the
4,744 pins after 24 games while
on December 2 and
open
12th
the
Reyes has 4,743. Steve Mackie boyhood residence of Zachary Taylor,
Denember 16.
Photo)
Manns
(Ronnie
States.
United
the
4,672.
of
vrith
president
el Australia is third

LOSE UGLY FAT

Pre-Christmas Specials
FREE PARAKEET
AQUARIUM SET UP

(Captatu'i th,ttrinsti

Shop for The Perfect Gift!
Dog Sweaters, etc.

It

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Enjoy the bea,'
and water
with the LIVING WORLD'" Complete Aquarium
Complete in one package filter, heater
Aquascapers° aquar:urn plants guide-books
and more. The bet c` r[rerytt-png you need
from Metaframe, the
largest manufacturer of aQuar.--1,; and aqua•..,r,nroducts.
•

,

qc _

10 Gallon Complete Aquarium
$44 95 - 15 Gallon Complete Aquarium
LK,115 - 20 Gallon Cr mplete Aquarium

4 FREE FISH

each complete
Aquarium over '10.00!! Your Choice
of

Fish

with

Except Male Betta

* FRI.-SAT. SPECIAL *

I

10 GAL. AQUARIUM
Pump and Filter, 5 lbs. Gravel,
Box Food, Guide Book $8.44

We've been telling you all along what an
economical car the Datsun 1200 is to operate. Now
we've done a test to demonstrate what we mean.
We went to Kennebunkport. Maine, to giveyou an
example of Datsun gas mileage.
Schenectady. New York, over 285 miles
away, was our goal With a full ten-gallon tank of
fuel, driving normally and with no special tuning,
ol,041
,
•The Aibany Au$0.

we headed out across parts of five states:
Maine, New Hampshire. Vermont, Massachusetts and upstate New York. When the trip was
over, we had used only 6.7 gallons of gasoline.'
We say the Datsun 1200 normally delivers around
30 miles per gallon. But on this particular trip, we were
wrong. It got over 40.
Sonolaqunt

DATSUN
F ill AA NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Club(AAA)condi.WO Me i.e ce011.00 BO 01 the

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings PI 8:00 *
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tier reluctant husband go in her Christmas card arid exposed a their silver notes,
ting Christmas presents?"
place.
nostalgic side of Nash which
"And jolly red squires in
"As long as your father and
"If you have trouble getting didn't often show. The final their jolly red coats,
Sometimes the kiddies come mother still believe, you've got
to the counter," she advised, stanza went like this:
"And a good fat goose by the along with some of the biggest nothing to worry about," came
handing hirn the shopping list,
Christmas guffaws. Like the the reply.
fire that dangles,
"just act like a lady!"
-Oh, give me an old-fashsix-year-old who asked his
"And a few more angels and
And then there was the lady
And how about the nasty little ioned Christmas card,
sophisticated eight-year-old who went Yule shopping and
a few less angles.
child prodigy movie star who
-With hostlers hostling in an
"1\irn backward, Time, to companion:
tried to tiptoe by her husband
told his mother: "I sat on Santa old inn yard,
"If you stop believing in as he slept in the living room.
please this bard,
Claus' lap today, mommy, and
-With church bells chiming
'And give me an old4asb- Santa Claus will you stop get- He awoke, saw her loaded down
I gave him my autograph.
Humorist Ed Condon writes
sio
• ow mi • ow so
that his wife at last has com- •11111•011•
1
pleted knitting a pair of socks
M111•111•
for him. Originally they were to
11•••111 I
have been a 1964 Christmas
••11..
present.
MIN1111111
—They're magnificent," Condon says,"but jitst a little tight ••••111
•111111111MNiff•
under the arms."
INIIMM•11•1111
Diplomats and chiefs of state
IIIII•
II ••••
often exchange costly Christ• •Il
•••••
mas gifts, and Cerf liked to I••
1[411
reminisce about the time David
U.
Ben-Gurion, then destined to IC'
as
become the head of an Israeli
1_11111111
••111_•••111•11111
state not yet in existence,
•••••••
U.
visited a wealthy eastern
••••••11
—
MN
11.6111111••
potentate who presented him
rnUUUI
with a magnificent full-blooded
•111•11111
•IIIIIIII
Arabian stallion.
• II • II 11I1
Ben-Gurion was not im111111•111
ui
•111111111
11111
pressed.
MEP
•111111111
"I hate gifts that can eat," he
•••
•10111•111111
observed.
•••
III AL•••
And Cerf used to insist there
le ••
was some truth in the story of a
Westchester prep school student who played the role of innkeeper in the annual Christmas'
Nativity play and read his
dramatic line this way:
The Only True Discount Prescription Prices
—There is no room at the inn
— but, gentlemen, come in and
have a drink, anyhow!"
Nash once wrote a poem
which he called "Epstein,
Spare That Yule Log." The
poem lampooned the modern

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Christmas traditionally is a
happy time for most folks, but
not necessarily an hilarious
one. Nevertheless some of
America's humorists over the
years have come up with some
pretty good thigh-slappers.
The late Bennett Cerf, a bon
vivant famed for his hearty arid
at times offbeat humor, liked to
tell Yule stories about other
people. And the late :Ogden
Nash, whose poetry usually
carried a chuckle and a message in the same lines, sometimes grew nostalgic when he
wrote about Christmas.
Humorists like the late Robert Benchley, Stephen Leacock
and George Ade poked satirical
but good-natured fun at Christmas and all the traditional
trimmings that go with it.
Cerf liked to regale his
friends with the story of how
Florenz Ziegfeld, the Follies
producer, bought trinkets and
baubles for his beautiful bevy
of girls very early in the Christmas season. But he paid for
them, if at all, very late.
"One day he instructed his
treasurer to hop over to Tiffany's to buy a diamond bracelet for his leading lady," Cerf
recalled. "The, treasurer
argued that he could pick up a
bracelet wholesale for $1,000
less.
"'What's the difference?' inquired Ziegfeld cheerfully. 'I'm
not going to pay for it anyhow.
And then, continued Cerf,
there was this judge who paid a
visit to Kris Kringle's workshop at the North Pole, then
promptly named Santa Claus'
helpers "Subordinate
Clauses."
If that one escaped you, don't
worry. A lot of Cerf's humor
had an escape hatch.
Perhaps Cerf's favorite
Yuletime story was about the
lady who fell ill with a virus on
the very day she was to attend
a mammoth pre-Christmas department store sale, along with
a logjam of other shoppers
Tearfully she agreed to let
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Come In And

with packages and offered this
pronouncement:
"Ask not what inflation is doing to you, but rather what you
are doing to inflation."
Cerf, of course, was an incurable punster, and no story
about Christmas humor should
be without his version of the
time Singer Frank Sinatra
hired a chef freshly imported
from Bombay to prepare the
Yule holiday meals. After serving the same Indian menu six

nights running, the chef was
discharged.
This was one poor guy who
got fired for favoring curry,''
Sinatra explained.
If there is a way to turn off
this happy story, Cerf can do it
with this Christmas tale:
A snake charmer wooed and
won a lady undertaker. On
their first Christmas together
he gave his bride a set of towels
marked "hiss- and "hearse."

••••••
••
.••••

s At Unde Jews

STORE HOURS: 9-9 Mo

Steers And

,e

Shifts Like A Real Carl

ENDON Speeds lipto 2 mph
ELECTRIC $
X-77

T31" Long

988 )1

16" Wide

r or safety, enclose Christmas candles in hurricane lamps.
Soot and candle drippings can
be washed off glass chimneys
with hot soap or detergent suds.
Wash them in the dishpan:tight
along with ash trays, candy
dishes and other holiday accessories that need daily sud,sings.
Now You Know
By United Press International
An expenditor was an officer
forrrerly appointed in England
to Lpend the money collected by
the sewer-repair tax

FAST PAIN NEL/FF(9m.,

•

Ole Ky. Smoke House
708 Main Street

Benton, Ky.

WE CUSTOM KILL AND SCALD HOGS
We're the only ones in this area
equipped to kill, process and country
cure pork
We Can Smoke Your Country Hams,
Bacon and Jowl
We Also Kill and Process BEEF

KODAK 760H

CAROUSEL
"The Quiet One"
All the features of the
more expensive ones
with auto focus

We Carry a Full Line of
FRESH BEEF AND PORK
• COUNTRY HAMS
9..00 lb
• WHOLE SIDES OF BACON----45' lb
•SLICED BACON
Derined
Rind On

50' lb

JEANS,

• COUNTRY STYLE BACK BONE-- 50 W.
•TENDERLOIN
$ 1.10113.
• NECK BONES
10`lb.
• COUNTRY STYLE BULK SAUSAGE 60.̀1b.
• BEEF BY THE SIDECut & Wrapped

• HINDQUARTERS
T-BONES
SIRLOINS
• CLUB STEAKS
ROUND STEAK
• GROUND BEEF.

Cut & Wrapped

by Maverick
Sizes 8 to 18

$348

65`1b.
70`t.

'1.20 lb
—99' lb
89' lb
89' lb
61' lb
No Color Added

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE OUR REGULAR PRICE
—WE PUT ON NO SPECIALS!
WE USE NO TENDERIZING AGENTS—WE GET
TENDERNESS BY SLAUGHTERING YOUNG, FAT
ANIMALS!

•Solid Color

•100% Polyester
and 100% Nylons
•Solids- Prints
•Stripes-S-M-L

•Dacron Cotton
•Sizes S-M-1

New Shipment Just In!
•Brown Duck •Sizes 34 48
MEW
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Frozen Pie Can Be Readied
ors
For Unexpected Visit
planning are

frantic meal
FACE IT! Those days of
join 'em and start thinking of
ahead. If you can't lick 'em, through the muddle ahead.
ways of helping yourself get lifesaver if put to proper use.
a
Your home-freezer can be
today and frozen for unexHere's a pie that can be made
pected holiday guests.
and drain fruit cocktail into
pumpkin mixture reserving
HARVEST PIE
cup fruit cocktail
one-half
I can (30"ounces) fruit
for top.
cocktail
Pour into pie shell; and
1 cup sugar
freese until firm. Peat re2 egg yolks
maining one cup whipping
1 cup canned numpkin
cream until it forms soft
14 teaspoon allspice
peaks; stir in sugar. Pour
I pint itwo cups) whipping
over frozen pumpkin layer;
cream
top with reserved
sprinkle
I nine-inch baked pie shell
fruit cocktail. Freeze until
2 tablespoons sugar
firm. Before cutting, let pie
Drain fruit cocktail and set
sit in room temperature for
aside. Beat together sugar,
hour.
one-half
egg yolks, pumpkin and allwhipof
cup
one
spice. Beat
The island of Rhodes was
ping cream until stiff, regiven to Greece in 1948 under
serving one cup for later terms of the World War II
use. Fold whipped cream peace.
•

°
R.irte.2 a
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Gourmet Buffet plus
Village Productions
Comedy Hit.
Goidestles Broadway
— James

”
,
ER
WINT
"LYON IN
F RoCAYS,

SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS

December 3, 4, 5

Dineer at /
Fri, Sat:
REMUS/ER: A N•sir

at 5
Sun: Dinner
Week

Piss Esc%

91111aleRE
DINNER-THEAT

Phone 1 362 42/1 tor Reservations
Kentucky Dam Village State Park

kJ( AY,

KENTUCKY

been nominated for the award." will star in "Tales of the Black
By VERNON SCOTT
Let the Emmy go to a Cat" for Gothic Productions
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
suffering method actor. The next year ... Pat Paulsen will
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —papa
But when "Bonanza" is dry- Bonanza bunch has reaped a star in an episode of "Love,
artwright may be the wise
the American Style" .. Steve
n of the Ponderosa and Floss gulched, as soon or late it more powerful emblem:
Forrest will play host of the
sign.
and
ht
dollar
mighty
is
Cartwrig
Joe
Ben
Big
Little
but
must,
strongest,
the
on Parade" Christmas
"Fantasy
acting
other
most
on
the
count
need
away
Boss
far and
pageant at Disneyland...
jobs —although they, too, are
versatile.
is Independently rich.
Joe
Little
Off-screen
has
who
On the other land, Landon
Michael Landon
written 19 scripts for 'Somme can turn to writing and
za" and directed a dozen directing as alternatives should
episodes in the series' 13-year the active field be overcrowded
—which it invariably is.
history.
Of his multi-talents Landon
Landon is a handsome, poised
man who has become a says: "I think the writing is the
millionaire as a result of the most important. A director can
show. Before he joined the NBC help the material somewhat. So
horse opera he was just another can the actors. But it helps
everybody if you have a good
actor.
But he has seized the premise that doesn't require a
opportunity to branch out lot of padding with dialogue.
Written In Two Days
within the show.
"My scripts are short as far
Show Is Bonanza
As an actor Mike earns in the as the number of pages go.
neighborhood of a quarter People in real life don't
million dollars a year, an communicate as fast as they do
extremely conservative es- on most television shows. So I
timate. Some would put his slow it down. And I don't put in
Salary down as in excess of a a lot of directorial notes. After
all, I direct the shows I write
half million annually.
As a writer his hour-long these days.
"After writing I think directscripts bring about $3,500.
Here's the one with more power and
Village Production's annual classic 'lion in Winter' opens
As a director Mike collects ing is the next most important
professional features thcn any other
job in turning out a well done
Friday night at the Village Dinner Theatre in Kentucky Dam roughly $3,200 per show.
chain sow designed for non-profess
James
and
Goldman'
costumes
ar
Spectacul
Village State Park.
It doesn't take Rockefeller to television show.
sionals.
intriguing story of King Henry's marriage to Eleanor of
"It's sort of ironic that the
Big 17" cutting capacity lets you cut trees up to 34" in
A cquitaine which produced Richard the Lion Hearted and some of
Safety tip
actors, who are least vital in
diameter
a
l
to
most
be
delightfu
promises
Ind.
TTE,
history
LAFAYE
exciting
most
s
WEST
England'
the make-up of a show, are
Powerful 45.5 cc engine capacity is ideal for cutting thick
eueetateele.4. leery.Abbitt will be featured as King
l Any time you chmige paid the most. But that's the
(UPI) — "
trees and hard wood
the center of gravity in some way the game is played. And I
Henry and Gall Chandler plays the part of Eleanor. Hollis Clark
starting — automatic rewind coil with compression
Fingertip
potential
is
John;
is
Billy
Fraus
there
es,
is
Geofrey;
automobil
Stephens
George
Is Richard:
have no complaints.", .
'release
Bayard
professor
111
of
Tinsley
Mark
Phillip,
King
says
and
danger,"
Mary LA Tinsley is Alaise;
Landon is as fast as he is
Automatic oiling for added cutting efficiency
E. Quinn, who teaches a course prolific. It takes him only two
France. Friday and Saturday performances start with dinner at 7
the
operation with new low-tone muffler
Quiet
in vehicle dynamics at
with Sunday's performance starting at 5 o'clock. Reservations
script
or three days to write a
Precision balance, cushion grip handles
are recommended. Call Kentucky Dam Village State Park at 1 Purdue University School of in longhand.
Mechanical Engineering.
Exclusive 2-year warranty
3624271.
"I give Little Joe minor roles
The most common problem
so I can
write
I
scripts
the
in
in
This
occurs
Remington SL-11A chain saw is fully assembled in its own
car
d
overloade
in an
Keep paintings and prints
carrying case. See it now.
overtaking and passing another concentrate on directing," Mike
looking new. Place glass over
vehicle. Because of the load, said. "And working with Lorne
prints, pastels and drawings for
Remington chain saw prices start at $129.95
the center of gravity is moved Greene and Dan Blocker is a
easy
and
n
added protectio
such
e.
Under
great
experienc
rear.
the
toward
be
cleaning. Oil paintings can
Why Not Emmy?
conditions, accelerating, turndusted carefully with a smooth
"I can't for the life of me
ing out to pass, then resuming
cotton cloth. To prevent fading,
the original lane of travel too understand how the Emmy
do not place pictures in direct
quickly can cause problems - people have overlooked Dan for
where
areas
in
sunlight or
including spins and skids.
an award all these years
extreme changes in light and
Lorne, too. None of us has ever
humidity occur.
By EDWARD S. LECHTZIN
DETROIT ( UPI)—An operaThe nighthawk's diet con- tion is completed and the
sists of insects.
patient is taken to a recovery
room where he appears to be in
good condition. Suddenly his
temperature rises to the deadly
level of 110 degrees, muscles
stiffen almost like rigor mortis,
the body trembles and the
patient dies.
Death may be attributed to
"allergic reaction," "postoperative shock" or "complications"
of surgery. Four investigators
in the University of Michigan
Departments of Hematology
and Anesthesiology believe that
in many of these cases, death is
caused by malignant hyperpyrexia, a mysterious fatal
reaction to anesthesia.
To those susceptible, general
most
in
used
anesthetics
operating rooms—ether, hallothane and nitrous oxide—can be a
deadly poison. Except in the
case of very young patients,
physicians are nearly always
helpless to halt the fatal
sequence once it starts.
Only about 170 deaths from
the condition have been reported' officially in the past 30
Do so-called "big city
years. But doctors of the UM
research team have located
discounts" really cover the
several families in the Ann
cost of getting there?
Arbor area who exhibit the
ly
probable cause — abnormal
Next time you consider an
high levels in blood and muscle
out-of-town shopping trip
of a common enzyme known as
creatine phosphokinase (CPK).
take a minute to estimate
Persons subject to hyperpyrexthe cost of gasoline, oil,
ia may have a CPK blood level
tire depreciation and
the
researchnormal,
10 times
ers found.
parking.
Two families tested have
more than 30 relatives who
Consider out-of-town
possibly could have died had
service, misfit exchanges.
they undergone surgery with a
no-fit returns and
general, rather than local,
anesthetic. Twelve members
warranty repairs.
already had died after surgery,
And don't forget that
apparently from hyperpyrexia.
While there is no way to
money spent out of town
lower the body's CPK level,
keeps
traveling while money
death can be prevented by
c
at
home returns in
anestheti
spent
injections
local
using
or spinal blocks for surgery
improvements.
nity
commu
rather than a general anesthetic, Duboff says.
Add it all up.

INSIST ON A

POWERFUL
EASY
STARTIN

REMINGTON
CHAIN
SAW

Mysterious
Deaths Are
Investigated

Do you really
save when you

shop out of town?

. polka dotted bodice,
slaphord's checked skirt, striped hem banding
;Ind ti' lilt ... all adding up to a vervy new
look in i:arIN o's silky. two-toned Qiana• dress
with soft. alloNer unpressed pleats.

Fruit potpourri .

Through their research, the
team has linked the susceptibility to hyperpyrexia to genetic
muscle disorders. A warning
was issued to anesthesiologists
and surgeons, through professional publications, that a CPK
be a
should
test
blood
mandatory procedure for patients who have suspected
family history of muscle or
nerve disorders, even if the
patient himself seems to have
normal muscle function.
The sudden and unexplained
death of a patient in a surgical
recovery room, the researchers
say, need riot occur if the
simple blood test is conducted
before a general anesthete
used.

When you face the facts
don't be afraid to change
your mind and shop
at home.
COMMUNICATOR CONIRIOUNCII. SHOP AT HOME
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The Dangers
Of Breathing

HHAY

KENTUCKY

THURSDAY—DECEMBER

ROkSES eatures•••

Maybe Santa's reindeer can
manage their Christmas trip this
year. But they may develop lead
poisoning along the way.
Plenty of zoo animals are in
real trouble just from breathing,
according to a recent article in
Science magazine.
Trouble surfaced at the Staten
Island Zoo in New York when an
1I-month-old leopard
became
weak, started losing its hair, and
refused to eat. The li
rd
i died
24 hours after it was
to the
hospital. Pathologists c Id find
no evidence of diseast4 just an
extremely high level A lead in
the blood.
Researchers decided to check
other animals and found concentrations of lead far exceeding
those toxic in man. Snakes at the
zoo had been dying after losing
muscular coordination. Owls
were losing feathers and getting
sickly. Even the carcasses of
dead mice from inside and outside zoo buildings were loaded
with lead.
Outside the cages, levels of
lead in the grass, leaves, and soil
were as high as that found along
sides of major highways, where
cars spew lead-filled exhausts.
But there were no cars in the zoo,
and contamination from lead
paint was discounted. he conelusion was lead in the atmosphere.
According to a Federal report
prepared by the Environmental
Protection Agency,"The air over
the largest American cities has a
concentration of lead 20 times
greater than the air over sparsely
populated areas of the country
and 2,000 times greater than the
air over the mid-Pacific ocean."
The report attributes these
airborne levels to the combustion
and sipersal of lead additives in
gasoline.
The implications for man are
not yet fully understood. But they
are not heartening. Zoo animals
may be man's barometer. The
Federal report already indicates
a specific
danger for small
children.
To find out ways to fight
pollution, contact your Kentucky
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association, P.O. Box
8405, Louisville, Kentucky 40206,
and use Christmas Seals.

NationallyAdvertised TOPPER
MURRAY, KY.
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BIG DING-A-LING
AND HIS BRAIN ROBOT
Call him the King Ding! The
mighty King Ding comes with
his Ding-A-Ling Brain Pal. Place
the Brain Pal on the interior
close
w4das
nthe
ei
circuitvlgoranc
screen
the elevator travels up through
the King's "Power Plant" and
emerges at the Control Center
in the King's Head. Then,
Ding-A-Ling Brain Pal takes
COMMAND and moves the King!

SUPER
RETURN

84

SPACE SIC YWA Y
9

Giant 8 feet long Space Skyway! Your
Ding-A-Ling Robot will glide or walk$
across, around, and under this fantastic
layout. Will go from table to table, chair
to chair, and room to room.

POWER PACK
The Ding- 4•Ling Power Pack! This simple and ingenious motor fits easily into
the rear of any Ding-A-Ling, and supplie•
hours of fun and excitement. Just on.
works all sixteen! Want to use a different
Ding-A-Ling? Just snap the Power Pack $178
out of one, put it in another, and you're
ready to go.

DING-A-L1M, 1:0POTS
$ 76
What a variety! Choose the Answernian
that can answer your questions, the Shoeshine Boy that shines shoes, the Fireman
makes real water spurt from a hose, or
Chumpy Champ the boxer that has•tough
right hook plus many others that mean
hours of fun.

Introducing fabulous new
Dawn HEAD TO TOE!
Head to Toe comes with
three removable hairpieces
—so her hairstyle is always
up to the minute!

HEADQUARTERS FOR
s;

Olilil

DE Workshop
Planned At
University

• Dawn Head to Toe has a super
Jong fall that swings when .11,
walks...

'2"

• and a bouncy ponytail .
spruce her up with ribbons an,1
bows!

• and a braided hair piece, when
she wants to look pert and trim.

By Dwain McIntosh
Representatives from the
national and state levels of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America ( DECA) will be the
featured speakers during a twoday distributive educationworkshop at Murray State'
University Dec. 10-11.
They are: Gary Pozsik,
director of member services of
nation DECA headquarters,
Falls Church, Va.; and Robert
Talbott, state DECA advisor and
assistant director
for
distributive education in the
division of vocational education
of the Kentucky Department of
Education.
Designed primarily for new
high school teachers in the field
of distributive education, the
workshop will include teachers
from throughout Kentucky.
Dr.
Alberta
Chapman,
professor of business education
at Murray State, is serving as
workshop coordinator.
She said students from Murray
and South Marshall high schools
will demonstrate for workshop
participants some of the
leadership events held during
regional and state DECA
conferences. Robert Newcomb of
Murray High and Don Gunter of
South Marshall are faculty
members who will be working
with the students.
Miss Chapman added that an
organizational meeting is also
planned during the workshop to
make preparation for the
establishment of a collegiate
chapter of DECA on the Murray
State campus. Such a chapter
would be the first one in Kentucky at a college or university.
A four-member committee will
meet to set up regulations for the
creation of DECA chapters at the
collegiate level. Besides Miss
Chapman and Talbott, committee members are Leslie
Barnhart, distributive education
teacher at Owensboro Senior
High School and chairman of
Region I 'CADET,. and Erma
Kendall of Murray, a sophomore
at Murray State. Pozsik will
serve as a committee consultant.

Deluxe
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Dawn, Glori, Angi, Dale, Longlocks and
Jessica can compete for the golden beauty
frown! Each contestant walks by herself e
flown the noway, tarns, and walks bark to •IF
the platform. Gary, in • handsome tuxedo,
escort. each girl halfway and waits for her
101 return to escort her bark after she greets
the breathless crowd.

1 284

T)1 WN'S DANCE PARTY
oh 4,1.', to operate controls, sou can
make. Falvey Feet-and Kevin dance to $
any record—any tempo. There's
ere'smotio
n,9
a eon114 for leeward and backward
one to make them turn.

1

See dancing DAD" and her friends
now at the Roses Store near you.
DANCING
giori

111NCING .

c4ngie

DANCING
9
.)CHCPT

Dancing like no other dolls can, just
like real girls. Complete with movement you won't believe, slow or fast,
forward. backward or side to side.
You've never seen any like them.

$267

T M.

AS SEEN
ON T.V.
ZOOMER
BOOMER

ZOOMER
BOOMER
PRECISION MOTOR
A simple, yet precision quality
motor that snaps quickly and
easily into any •nd all Zoomer.
Roomer Trucks. One motor
and one Zoomer•Boonicr
are all sou need

ZOOMER
BOOMER
44

POWER DR ILL
I Ifi• the piece that packs the power!
No batteries, no winding.
solid,
durable unit that's •imple and ea•y
to operate, even for small hand..
Just insert into the Zoomerfiloomer
motor, and ZOOM . . . ZOOM . . .
BOOM!! You rev it up and make it go!
i'p to 20 feet on a •ingle power load.

97

MIDGET CARS
see Roses Large
Selection TODAV1
4

941
What terrific little ears, they're funny
shaped,Inn they look like the going thing.
Bright oted colorful with wide slick tires.

1971

NEW
FURNISHED apartment, built-in kitchen, dining
area,-living room, one bedroom,
three closets, bath and hall.
Carpeted throughout. Nicely
furnished'. Adjoins college. All
air
electric,
All
10x40'
NICE
*
TFC
home, ONE BEDROOM furnished private. Phone 753-8648.
mobile
conditioned
Also two bedroom
, Available December 21st. $75.00 apartment.
4
apartment. Nice NEW TO bedroom duplex, we'.
* per month, water furnished. No unfurnished
to wall rpet with central heat
753-5079.
Phone
apartments.
753-1203
Phone
only.
* pets, couples
and
air. $110.00 per month. Phone.
D2C
D3C
4 after 6:00p.m.
753-7850.
TFC
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex.
Apartment, unfurnished, 2
Electric heat, air conditioned,'
kitchen,
room,
bedroom, living
range furnished. Available now.iT
utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air
Dishwasher, $100.00 per month. Phone 753-5
conditioned.
6931.
stove, garbage
• FURNISHED OR unfurnished refrigerator,
41 apartment, two bedrooms, disposal. Across from Westview
South 16th St. TWO BEDROOM duplex with
* central air and heat. Fully Nursing Home on
stove, refrigerator, air con-)
D3C Phone 753-3865 after 6:00 p.m.
* carpeted. Phone 753-4331.
ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 •
per month, with $50.00 deposit..
MOBILE HOME, two bedroom,
DlOC
Phone
753-5792.
house,
brick
FOUR BEDROOM
tipout, nice and clean. Fox
baths, full
'2
14
heat,
.
electric
Meadows, South 16th Street.
basement, partially carpeted. TWO BEDROOM unfurnished:
Married couple only. $85,00 per
and drapes.
Large den. Near University. apartment with stove
month with 12th months rent free.
D3C Ceramic tile bath. Available:
753-8320.
Phone
D3C
Phone 753-3254.
January 1. Phone 753-7457. D4C

APARTMENT;
FURNISHED
three rooms and bath. Private
entrance, garage. One person Of
D3C
• couple. Phone 753-1293.

DOUBLE KNITS & SHOES

If You Want To Save Money and Still
Get Quality and Service

*

Good Selection of
DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
Fancy anilurdS
Double Kni!
SPORT COATS & SUITS
Stripes, Solids or Fancy
Best Selection in Town
SHIRTS AND TIES
by Grant Sero, Sha.pey and Oxford
Good Selection of
SHOES AND BOOTS
by Jarman & Bostonian
Two-Tones.Jolids

You Will Find ..
COLOR
* TVs FROM 5" TO 25" SCREENS IN BLACK MITE AND
* COMPONENT PART STEREOS - CAR STEREOS - HOME STEREOS
* CLOCK RADIOS - NOVELTY RADIOS

* SPEAKERS

* TAPE DECKS AND TAPE RECORDERS IN 8-TRACK OR CASSETTE

NICE FURNISHEelient, FUHIsls/TED APARTMENTS,
electric heat, $40. month. Call living room, kitchen, bathroom
D4C •with shower and bath. One or two
436-2323, or 436-2427.
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartUNFURNISHED 2 room apart- ments, South 16th Street, phone
D7C
ment, for working lady through 753-6609.

We are a Factory Authorized Service Department and

service what we •sell. It's good to know after Christmas,
you'll have someone to service your purchase.
Come In and Register for the 8-Track Stereo

TWO BEDROOM trailer. Carpeted, electric heat, air conditioned. Must have references.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
D2C
Court after 5:00p.m.

NEATLY FURNISHED two'
bedroom apartment, located 100
So* 13th Street. May be seen at
D2C
Kelly's Pest Control.

SMALL FAMILY; nearly new
winter months. Share bath and
bedroom house with car-.
two
of
west
utilities Private drive and en- 50 x lO trile
miles
2
1
r/
.
all paneled, has washer and'
port,
Phone
month.
per
trance. $40.00
Call
Concrete
Murray a2etepatio.
D4p dryer outlets. $70.00 per month.
• North 15th Street
Murray, Ky.
D4C
753-7694.
after 4 p.m.753-1353.
D2C,'
•
Phone 489-2595.
•
Across From MSU Library
miles
3
HOUSE,
BEDROOM
3
•
PHONE 753-3242
from Hazel. Newly redecorated,
•
$50.00 per month Call 492p.m. Weekdays
.
D8Nc
8310.
ROBERTS REALTY WOULD LIKE FOR YOU TO SPEND
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Saturday
•
THE HOLIDAYS IN A HOUSE YOU CAN CALL YOUR
********** 444444444444444*04 ea
OWN. WHY PAY RENT ANY LONGER? SEE US ABOUT
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT -YOU COULD POSSIBLY
BREAKFAST ANYTIME installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
GIVE YOUR FAMILY. A HOUSE THAT YOU CAN TRULY
FOR SALE
CALL HOME.
5 a.m. to 11 p.m.
,
1 Ton
Ford
'..•
.,.,..,
TRIANGLE INN
Flat Factory Stake Bed.
0 0 9,"
4
New V8 Motor. All New
tires 42,000 actual miles.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.
Al.
Fire
50"
19
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM
'
.•
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Fara
i
"
'65 Dodge 1/2 Ton
4.
.
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
and
A
Short wide bed, white real
good condition.
'

THE COLLEGE SHOP

•

Open 8:00 a.m.-8:00

Trees
Flocked

1 TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping center -

753-5865
"Financing At Bank Rates"
-SHOP DOWNTOWN Murra‘
Saturday, while your children see
the FREE movie at the Capri
Tickets are Free from parD3C
ticipating stores

J. B. HUMPHRIES
LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
of Mayfield
IS Now open and receiving
air cured tobacco for the
first
sale
scheduled
Thursday. December 9

Beginning
January 17, 1972

DR. BETTY _NIKON
753-6869

•40P i,
LT. FLAP I'LL
GtVE •itDO A
ROE BAc
-0 CAMP

0:..D EMANne. USE() TO
TELL ME .._.'Avol) TROLOLE,
.A.;_wA,-.6 5er IN -rkE
BACK Oc THE BU5"

Regular
Trees

If You

Miss Your Paper
Call

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
Listed

B1LBREY'S

CALL .

753-5617 after 5:00 753-1257

753-6350
ORDER NOW!!

Glindel Reaves
Mile on Lynn
Grove Highway

1'2

TWO REDBONE Coon Hounds,
lost in Irvin Cobb and Pottertown
Road community. If found phone
D2C
474-2382.

FOUND: YELLOW male puppy,
about three months old. Mixed
Low
MOBILE HOME Insurance.
breed. Owner please call 753rates. Broad coverage. Excellent 5546.
D2P
claim service. When you see the
but
Insurance,
don't think of
when you think of Insurance see
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
Insurance and Real Estate
02C
Agency. Phone 753-5842.

A REAL BARGAIN-This three bedroom brick house that
you see above is ideally located near downtown, hospital,
schools and churches. It has a large lot with shade and
2 baths, extra large kitchen and
/
privacy. The house has 11
dining area, big living room, and a FULL DRY BASEMENT
The house has been completely redecorated. It has brand
new carpeting, newly painted walls, and is ready to move
into. It'd be great to hang the stockings by the fireplace this
Christmas in this house. Buy today move tomorrow. Full
price only $16,000.
,
the
before
in
now
ve
POSSESSION-Mo
IMMEDIATE
Holidays. This lovely house has carpeting, central air, enclosed garage, range, storm doors, and windows, newly
remodeled bath. Spacious living room, dining area, utility
and three bedrooms. Also has concrete drive to street and
beautiful landscaped lawn. All of this for less than $17,500.
COUNTRY LIVING on 63 acres of land. Also has modern
three bedroom brick house with central heat and air, carpeting, built in appliances, double carport, fireplace and
excellent location. There are good outbuildings, excellent
fences and crop bases. MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE.

As of this date, November 29,
1971, we will not be responsible
for any debt other than our own.
Leon and Mrs. Eva
flOP
Burkeen

25% OFF
ALL WOOL SUITS
and SPORT COATS
Latest Styles Good Selection
All Sizes - Regular and Long

INEXPENSIVE-This neat two bedroom house is located
within walking distance of shopping centers and churches
Has carpeting, storm windews and shade trees. Full price
$8,750.
LUXURIOUS living but low priced is this three bedroom
brick with two baths, carpeting, central heat, great location,
large lot, built in range, paved drive, draperies and other
extras. It's neat in every way.
JUST OUTSIDE of town with over an acre let-is-this three
bedroom house. Has two baths, electric heat, city water,
carpeting, storm doors and windows,shower and good closet
_
space. Priced to sell.
LIVE IN PART let the rest pay for it. This extra large house
,ould be used that way or as a single family home. Has four
bedrooms in all. large shady corner lot, two full baths, air
conditioner, carpeted throughout. Walking distance of
M.S.U. and priced to sell at 820,000.
MOBILE HOMES yes we even have three good mobile homes
for sale. Call us about them,they're priced right.
291 ACRES with good house, excellent fences and cross
fences, creek and spring water, ponds, abundance of outbuildings, tremendous crop bases. Get possession within 3i)
,lays and plant spring crops. It's worth the money.

Stripes and Solids Wash and Wear
* VALUES AT $12 and $13 *

* MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING *
Buying -Soiling -Appraising -Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE
See ...
ROBERTS Or RAY ROBERTS

Great Selection!
6TOOPi0 Lit MICKF.,1
LOONEY'S iNVENSI-tuJ
It) j
"RJRNED OUT:
WORTHLES6-

4 YORE SET KIN PICK UP
ONCE IT'S ATTACI-IED:
ANYTHING HAPPENIN' ANYWHAR -*STEAD
)
0' MERELY IN TV ST00106ammUI

HOYT

The College
Shop
i

15th St

,

Murray, Ky
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Bog wire rem
Cozy older 7 r
For appoint
2173.
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north of town
frontage on
road. Three
house, large
cabinets, built
washer, good
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building. Call
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baths, living
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to move into
Cypress Cre
home on Cyp
the time to bu
home on one a
(250' of water
bedrooms, two
room with fire
large screened
sides of home
water. House
nished includ
stove and deep
Ready for you

Across from MSU Library
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Weekdays
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays

1

505 fv1,1;r1 •.>treet

Call 753-1651

Claude L. Mille
5084
418 Main Stree
John C. Neu
Broker 753-753
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December 4th, 10:00 8.M., rain or
*
truck
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME (choice of two)
shine at the late Claude Rowland
:
2l13.
D3C
i on a large lot in a completely new subdivision. These homes
home,off Highway 641 at sign two
ceramic
carpeting,
have central heat and air, wall to wall
miles north of Murray, Kentucky.
*
:
USED
DRUM
must
sell,
set,
o bath, kitchen built-ins, large utility room, carport, outside
Due to Mr. Relmon Wilson's
*
complete with cymbals, clean
I storage. Excellent financing terms can be arranged, if
*;matched red sparkler. Excellent retiring, we are combining both
desired.
Chevrolet
0
*.for beginner. CSI VI not included. sales. Will offer 1962
kt
1967
truck,
Corvair
large
extra
baths,
l'oi
WITH
*"$200.00. For further information
NICE 2-BEDROOM FRAME
SPACIOUS 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME near downtown
* phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.D7C both run good. 1959 Chevrolet
utility room, separate garage plus a brand-new 24' 136'shop
o Murray. This is a well-built home that features such extras
Biscayne, clean and in good
*
building with a concrete floor. Priced right and financing can
as cedar-lined closets, dry basement, screened-in porches,
A Pontiac GTO, good
18
condition.
Dogs,
Bird
MALE
TWO
*%,
be easily arranged.
.._ ._
/ sun deck, central heat, attic fan, 2 full baths, fireplace,
, months old. Partly trained. motor and a Ferguson 20 tractor,
s
W
o
but
redecorating,
some
Needs
carpeting, dining room, etc.
TO BLOOM
D2P disc , two 14" plows, good shape,
it Phone 753-1208.
FOUR APARTMENTS that are returning a gross of 15
the price has been lowered accordingly.
two rotary tillers, riding mower,
apartment
2
of
Consists
price.
listed
the
on
percent annually
THRU CHRISTMAS
o
* 36" TAPPAN ELECTRIC range, and plenty of clean furniture
additional apartment
2
plus
house,
frame
large
a
in
units
-story
2
a
with
HOME
BRICK
EXTRA LARGE 3-BEDROOM
* $25.00. Also girl's size 12 coat, Electric stoves, built-in gas
If for any reason it does
units in a combination concrete block-masopite building.
c, floor plan. Situated on a fenced-in lot in one of Murray's
D2P stove, nice refrigerators, living,
* $3.00. Phone 753-3241.
dosritown.
of
distance
walking
easy
within
Located
i nicest neighborhoods. Has a foyer, den with fireplace, kitnot,
will
it
and
just
in
bring
dining, and bedroom suites, new
your
plant
I chen with lots of built-ins, 2 baths, unusually large amount of
desk and chair, leatherette
at
HOME
FRAME
-BEDROOM
2
NEAT
EXCEPTIONALLY
-car
2
room,
replaced free of charge.
be
i closet space, living room, dining room, utility
41"
table
recliner and chair, poster bed,
lamp,
ONE
GREEN
*
kitchen,
room,
dining
room,
living
Has
Street.
13th
South
519
garage, central heat and air, carpeting and hardwood floors.
fire
includes
set,
black
half bed, cot, TV, library table,
One
high.
*
earwall
to
wall
heat,
central
bath, utility room, carport,
o
stands, poker, shovel, and brush. washing machine, small Warm
grocery
Near
units.
conditioning
air
2
and
draperies
peting,
Murray)
from
miles
IN PURYEAR,TENNESSEE ( only 11
le 18 volume set World Book En- Morning, oil and electric heaters,
stores, bank, schools and shopping center.
one of the best buys anywhere. A brand new 3* cyclopedia, plus reading and electric skillet, mixer, vacuum
--. we can offer
-badman brick with living room, kitchen-family room,
* study guide and up to date annual cleaner, grinder,lamps, toasters,
of living room,
consisting
HOME
-BEDROOM
2
SPACIOUS
city
storage,outside
carport,
ceramic bath, utility room,
*
supplements and yearbooks. modern china ware, cake plate,
garage,
-ear
2
room,
utility
bathroom,
large
extra
kitchen,
bought with only $500 down
o water and sewerage. Can be
Very good condition. Phone 753- heavy cooking utensils, other
*
Murray.
of
S.E.
miles
9
large lot. Located
and monthly payments arranged to suit almost any budget.
D2C dishes, several old glass dishes,
* 3724.
salts and peppers, sugar bowl'
HOME
FRAME
-BEDROOM
3
REDECORATED
NEWLY
Hazel.
LARGE TWO-STORY FRAME HOME in the heart of
* RAY-TEL CITIZEN band two and designed pieces, tin door pie'
dining
fireplace,
with
room
living
basement,
dry
a
with
At ohe time this was one of the better homes in town. If you
We raise our own . .
* way radio, 5 channels with talk safe, shaving mug, wood cook
room, large kitchen, central heat, carpeting, plus a 3-room
are looking for a large older home, this just might suit you.
* indicator, receive only and stove, double barren shot gun, 12
•
upstairs for income. Ideally located and
apartment
furnished
NOT SHIPPED IN!
Full price $5,250,
* squelch,coatioi. $65.00 or best gauge, a 22 'srifgre'shot rifle, $17,000.
only
at
priced
* offer. Phone 753-8994 after 4:00 lanterns, old horse drawn toots,,
Most beautiful Poinsettias
COMPACT, YET ROOMY,212estroorn frarrre
D2C hoes, rakes, old books, and hand.
are
that
LOTS
WATERFRONT
OF
CHOICE
YOUR
TAKE
exin
is
place
block from Murray State University. This
p.m
*
sizes,
All
had!
ever
have
we
made cabinet. Linens, quilts and
identically
are
and
edge
water's
the
to
gently
slope
wooded,
cellent condition, with the exception of needing a coat of paint
piece goods, several ,hives of
at $5,500 each. One is on Barkley Lake and the other is
priced
CLAY
investment,
POTS'
good
or
home
Good
on the exterior.
bees, wheel barrow, washer, gas
on Kentucky Lake.
up
to
14"
wire, good carpenter tools,
dryer,
and
85 ACRE FARM with a neat 3-bedroom home of brick
fishing
tackle, fruit and cans,
,a
of
500
ft.
within
located
Shirley
land
of
acres
27
for
ONLY $6,500
aluminum siding. Located about 12 miles S.E. of Murray,
window fan, 28" girl's bicycle,
Garden Center
a good amount of highhas
Aliso
River.
Blood
on
dock
public
753-3251
barn,
stock
4th
large
N
502
a
Has
line.
just across the Tennessee State
and loads of other things will be
500 N. 4th
way frontage on the blacktop.
good spring-fed ponds, 50 acres open land. Owner will consold.
sider selling house and 5 acres of land separately.
Register early,dress for winter
WE HAVE SEVERAL TRACTS of small acreage in various
* BIRD DOG,6 years old. Pointer, and spend the day. Will have food
•
locations. Some are suitable for development while others
* well trained, steady, easily and drinks, (hot or cold).
753-8944
500N 4th
would be more suitable for a mini-farm.
Wiriaii4T itENTAL INCOME WITH A MODEST IN03C Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
handled- Phe'ne 48S'24°5. This property includes a 3-bedroom frame
D3C
sale.
within
is
that
FARM
ACRE
100
block
PRODUCING
concrete
EXCELLENT
34'
x
24'
a
and
home, garage apartment,
BOOKS: 42 price. Science fiction
brick
is
home
that
-bedroom
3
a
two
with
Murray
from
CARPETED.
from
FULLY
12x50
Access
miles
5
location.
YOU saved and slaved for wall to
building suitable for a business
only 4 years old. Has 98 acres cleared, 3 barns, good well, 2
$3250.00. Lots of real nice quality wall carpet. Keep it new with 18 Grace Livingston Hill,8 Emilie
downtown.
AticrioN SALE
a different streets, and located near
best
the
of
being
one
a! olnl97y2 Blue Lustre. Rent electric Loring, 9 Georgette Heyer, and
widie
s odnoluobtieSpec
om
oe
hom
bilebecir
moee
thr
stock ponds, and a reputation of
D3C
753-8941.
Phone
others.
producing farms in this area.
' shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
AUCTION SALE: Every
Financing available on lot. Store
$6995.
D4C
Friday night 7:00 p.m. shorty
OLDER TWO-STORY FRAME HOME and 2 acres of land.
antique
and
vans
CORVAIR
TWO
-bedroom
3
a
offering
are
we
TO SETTLE AN ESTATE,
We trade for anything of value.
Located only ki mile from Blood River and priced at just
03P McBrides, 3 miles north Paris
frame house in East Hazel. This place has been remodeled
Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South STANDARD REMINGTON organs.Phone 7513473.
Highway 641.
a $6,000.
,
recently.and will make someone a nice home.Just $7,000.
Rollin* Highway, Paducah, typewriter. Good condition.
This week: Wash stand with
Baldwin,
by
HOWARD:
PIANO,
Kentucky. Phone 443.4150. D3C $75.00. Phone 435-5582.
D2P
towel rack and mirror, Jennie
conExcellent
seat.
matching
with
home
frame
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4-room
bed, old, sleigh bed, office
LARGE COMFORTABLE FRAME HOME in excellent
dition. Couch, extra length, Linn
aluminum siding, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace, large
10'x50' COLONIAL MOBILE ROYAL MANUAL typewriter in
mahogany drum table,
desk,
condition. Located within 2 blocks of the University, at 202 N.
new.
Like
matching pillows.
bathroom,one acre of land and a large concrete block utility
home, 1964, fully furnished with carrying case. In excellent
dining table with 4 rose
leaf
drop
13th Street. Suitable for a large family or for a residence plus
D3C
Phone 753-8941
building.
washer and dryer. Clean, ex- condition. $55.00. Phone 753-7802
back chairs, old rockers, marble
rooms for rent.
,: cellent condition. Phone 474D2C
„ top commode table, kitchen
atter 4:00 p.m.
0
TO BUY, see us! TO SELL list with us!
D3C
ZI20.
clock, Aladdin lamp, oak
8-TRACK TAPES
' medicine cabinet, most of-abeve
TAPERFLEX WATER skis,
12.95 up
'I refinished and nice.
10'x55'
MARLETTE, two never used. cheap. Tachometer,
track,
eight
Also
cheap.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV ' Bedroom suites, living room
bedroom trailer. Fully carpeted,
suites, ranges, dishwasher,
D7C speakers, tapes and box. Cheap.
call 753-5226.
Dixieland Center
D2P
clothes dryer, tools, glassware,
Phone 474-2343.
and dishes.
GE REFRIGERATOR, com- TAPPAN'S BEST electric range, Shorty McBride and James
Clearance Sale on
pletely frost free, one year old. 30" coppertone. Also photo Travis, Auctioneers.
used merchandise
1TC
Also Tappan electric range, one enlarger and 40' T.V. antenna.
old. For information phone Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 p.m.
year
1 Kalvinator
D2P
D3P
'7534808 or 753-9844.
2 door refrigerator
CARD OF THANKS
1 Coldspot refrigerator with
NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue TWO PIECE TV antenna, New,
HI
bottom freezer
We,the family of Opal Parker,
1TP
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's call 753-7209.
to take this method of
want
1 Westinghouse 2 door
shampooer
electric
Rent
super!
our friends, neighbors,
thanking
D4C
frost free refrigerator-freezer $1. Big K.
FRIGIDAIRE WASHER and
011110.
11MINP. 41.1111r 0411110.0
0IMO.
•4=111, VIMP
and relatives for the many acts of
dryer. Used 6 months.753:
during her
1 GE Color T.V. console
D4C kindness shown us
AUTOS FOR SALE
23" BLACK AND white console 2999.
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
SMALL FARM: good location.
death.
Illness
and
1 GE Black & White
753television, $50.00 Phone
business or future investment.
We want to especially thank the
T.V. console
D2P MILLIONS OF rugs have been
IMAGINE A NEW YEAR WITH 1964 OLDS 88, two door hardtop, BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
6863.
One mile East Murray, air'
Harold
Power
interior.
donors of food, Mr.
NO BILLS! Selling for Christmas white with red
and
It's
Listre.'
dirt
Blue
with
cleaned
fill
2 real nice 30" electric
proximately 10 acres pasture. now-beautifully designed and steering and brakes, factory air. also bank gravel,
The
at
the
nurses
Beamon,
or
America's finest. Rent new
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569
,Hog wire fencing, stables, water packaged AVON products. Call Phone 753-6058.
ranges
Westview Nursing Home, Drs.
D2P
Western
D7C
$1.
shampooer
p.m.
electric
6:00
after
354-8161
Cozy older 7 room house, modern DOW after 7 p.m. collect 365-9424
and Quertermous, The
Auto, Home of "The Wishing Bell
BlIbrey's
For appointment call 436Coleman Funeral Home,
Blalockor write Mrs. Janet Kunick, 1967 MUSTANG DELUXE, V8, FOR ALL ,our home additions
D4C
Well."
TFC Manager, Rt. 2 Box 136A Prin- automatic, power steering. alterations, reinodelie;,-, etc
2173.
the quartet from Cherry Corner
210 Main 753-5617
Church, and Bro. NorD3C $975.00. Phone Mayfield 247-8316 Fret- Estimates. Phone 753--ceton, Ky.
ARMY TARPAULINS, best Baptist
23-1 16X35"
KIRKSEY: FIVE acres just
for his comD2C • ri123.
man
Culpepper
'VT.(
or 247-1327.
of
range
Large
selection in years.
STURDY SCHOOL chairs with
north of town on blacktop with WANTED: WOMAN to live ln as
forting
words.
.009 Thick
sizes, fully repaired. Country Boy
writing arm; excellent for teenfrontage on another blacktop companion to another lady. 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door
Again we say thank you.
Surplus
Army
fiACKHOE OR dozer services agers, grade school, T.V. room or
toad. Three bedroom brick Phone 7534188.
The family of Opal
plates are perfect Stores,
These
D2P hardtop, power steering, power Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
KenJunction
Headquarters,
telephone bench. Painted $7.50
ITC
house, large kitchen with many
Parker.
brakes, factory air. Excellent 753-9807.
TFC each,
ITC
164.
and
114
tucky
or
roofing
or
siding
409
each.
or plain, $5.00
cabinets, built in range and dish- WANTED:
time tires. Good condition. Phone 753FULL
North 10th Street, phone 753washer, good size family room, babysitter in my home for 15 4445.
D2C
barns, for placing around
CARD OF'FRANKS
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
8062.
carpets, drapes, electric heat. month old girl. Must furnish
hoe
work.
PhOne
Rex
Camp,
753bottom of mobile homes
Brick well house. Storage own transportation. PriOne 753- 1986 CHEVROLET two dtor
TFC
5933.
The family of M. L. Barnes
building. Call us for the price of 7154 afternoons.
D2C hardtop, white, red interior.
to keep out the wind
LOST bright carpet colorwish to express our sincere apPower
property.
Spare
desirable
steering.
never
very
this
preciation and deep gratitude for
Three bedroom brick home on WANTED: LADY to live in with been used. 36,000 actual miles. MY DAUGHTER and I will do s...restore them with Blue and snow, and for many
the many acts of kindness shown
D2P house cleaning and ironing. Lustre. Rent electric shampooer other uses such as
Magnolia,large family room, two elderly couple. Phone 753753-4889.
Extra NICE
D2P O.Murray Home & Auto
us during the recent illness and
Phone 753-4369.
baths, living room, foyer, car- 8074.
D2C
D4C
Store.
put"
"building
death of our husband, father and
pets, dishwasher, built in range,
1969 VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent HARRY'S
&
ELECTRIC
grandfather. Especially do we
patio
WANTED: LADY to arrange condition. Can be seen at Sears, maintenance No job is too small.
mice or rats.
appreciate Dr. Quertermous for
Ready
lot.
Large
two car garage.
flowers, center pieces and in Southside Shopping Center or
AKC
PUPPIES,
1108 CHRISTMAS
rates.
his untiring efforts and patience
to move into NOW.
Christmas arrangements. phone 753-3501 after 6:00 p.m.D3C Reasonable
sycamore, phone 753-2967. J6CRegistered Toy Poodles, 2 white,.
4th
toward both Mr. Barnes and his
N
500
Cypress Creek: Water front Permanent position. Write P.O..„
2 black. Phone 7534379.D4C
Call at
family. We are also grateful to
home on Cypress Creek. Now is Box 32-H, Murray, Kentucky,
Painting.
Make
WRECK.
RAMBLER
Interior
1965
WILL DO
the nurses and staff at Murraythe time to buy this outstanding giving full qualifications.
D6C an offer. Call 436-2174.
D7C RUBBER TIRED wagon. See at
D4C Phone 753-3484.
ALASKAN MALAMUTE pup- Calloway Co. Hospital for their
home on one acre waterfront lot
home of Danny Manning,
pies, will hold till Chritrnas. Give many kindnesses. We also want
103 N. 4th St.
(250' of water frontage). Three INTERVIEWER WANTED for
interior Kirksey, Rt. 1 on Locust Grove
painting,
house
WILL
DO
gaited, saddle, bred stallion, to thank all our friends who
work
survey
living
telephone
part-time
bedrooms,two baths, large
Murray,
Ky.
D4P
or exterior, professional ex- Ctawch Rd.
quarter horse pony. Racking visited, called, sent cards,
FOR LEASE OR RENT
room with fireplace, big kitchen, after Christmas Give phone
perience. Fully equipped to do
horse. 753-1348.
D4P flowers or food. We express our
large screened in porch on two number. Must have private line.
formerly
BUILDING,
STORE
any
job. Guaranteed satisfaction
letter
deep gratitude to the members of
mail
Air
lob.
the
selling
a
overlooking
Not
sides of home
jl'
Christmas;
FOR
GIFTS
of
sets
axles,
D8P MOBILE HOME
Store on Hazel, Route 489-2257.
2GOOD USED boy's bicycles; 1-3 Union Grove Church of Christ
water. House completely fur- Including education, work ex- Martins
Hat
$4.00.
II,
Teflon
with
Griddle
three with electric brakes,
one. Has gas pumps. Can be used
speed,1-26inch. Call 753who sang and to those was served
nished including refrigerator, perience and names of references
wheels and tires included. rack, $3.00. Bird feeder, $7.00. 6085.
for
or
store
other
use.
Phone
435Dec as pallbearers and also to the
RENT
Bureau,
TO
Research
WANTED
dock.
American
to:
Boat
stove and deep freeze.
houses.
dog
birdhouses,
Also
753Riviera Courts Phone
D6P
staff of the J. H. Churchill
Ready for you to move in.
field operations, 4320 Anunendale 5261
D3NC
DSC Phone 753-1712 today.
WANT TO RENT: Efficiency 3280.
1962 FORD STATION wagon V8 Funeral Home To Bro. Walter
Road, Beltsville, Maryland
•
apartment or room near
be Pigg, who presented an excellent
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ALMOST NEW 2-BEDROOM LAKE COTTAGE in Keniana
Shores. This home was custom built and is A-1 in every
detail. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 2
baths,kitchen built-ins, dining room, utility room, workshop,
garage with electronic door opener, large wooded lot. A real
fine home.
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Fulton Young Realty

1

4th & Maple Streets

/

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534 I
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -
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